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MESSAGE
DYMM Raja Zarith Sofiah binti Almarhum
Sultan Idris Shah Al Mutawakkil Alallahi Shah,
Pemaisuri Johor, DK, SPMJ, SPCM
The Royal Patron of MELTA

DYMM Raja Zarith Sofiah binti
Almarhum Sultan Idris Shah
Al Mutawakkil Alallahi Shah,
Pemaisuri Johor

Bismillahir rahmanir rahim,

A

s the Royal Patron of the Malaysian English Language Teaching

Association (MELTA), I am delighted to once again write a message for

the MELTA Annual. I have been associated with MELTA for the past eight years
and have found the organization’s endeavours and programmes to be of

utmost value for the development and advancement of the English language

in Malaysia. This is a special year for MELTA as this is the year MELTA
organizes it’s 25th International Conference, this time in Perak, which also
happens to be my place of origin.

MELTA, as an organization, epitomizes how a group of education professionals

can get together in total commitment to advance the development of
education in the country. This organization provides a platform where
Malaysian educators can be self-directed and autonomous in the pursuit of

professional development while supporting the programmes of the Ministry
of Education and the government of Malaysia to improve English language
standards in Malaysia.

This year’s Silver Jubilee conference takes up as a theme, a matter that is

both critical and contemporary, “21st Century Learning in English Language
Education: Embracing Technology and Progressive Pedagogy”. This is also

alluded to in the Malaysian Education Blueprint 2013 – 2025 and Malaysian
Higher Education Blueprint 2015 – 2025. I’m sure that you would agree with

me that the choice of this theme is both relevant and timely given that 21st

century education is of critical interest to education systems the world over.

Transformation in the ways in which the world functions have prompted

some education reformers to argue that the traditional curriculum is not

sufficient, and that schools must provide learners with a set of “21st century
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skills” to engage proactively in a rapidly evolving, technology-saturated
world. The need is for a wide range of skills, including soft skills, life skills,

key skills, inter-personal skills, workforce skills, and non-cognitive psychosocial skills.

It is impressive to note that MELTA has not shied away from this challenge,
taking on instead the role of driver of change. My position is that in any

endeavour of national interest, change must be managed and led by
Malaysians with indigenous capacities. It is only with such intrinsic drive
and motivation that we can advance the quality of education in Malaysia.

It is my greatest hope that English language educationists and scholars
continue to research the landscape and put forward innovative policies and

practices that will bring progress to English language education in Malaysia.
I would like to express my great appreciation to all individuals and
organizations that have come forward to support MELTA in its continuous
efforts to improve the English language capabilities of Malaysians.

I take this opportunity to commend everyone who has shown the

determination to support the progress of English language education in
Malaysia. I also thank the Ministry of Education for its support of MELTA

and for recognizing MELTA as a significant agent in national education
development.

DYMM Raja Zarith Sofiah Binti Almarhum Sultan Idris Shah
Al Mutawakkil Alallahi Shah, Permaisuri Johor
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MESSAGE
Professor Dr. Ganakumaran Subramaniam
President of MELTA

M

ost countries around the world are engaged in a race to transform
their education systems because globalization, technological shifts
and human-social mobility require all individuals to learn new literacies and
skills in new ways to be put to use for newly emergent purposes.

Professor Dr. Ganakumaran
Subramaniam

These developments are likely to include activities such as the acceleration
and sustaining transformation of national systems; developing
transformational capacity and efficacy in education personnel; embracing
21st century teaching and learning profiles; and facilitating the creation of a
global citizenry as agents of change.

As society and technology change, so will literacy. Technology and the
proliferation of knowledge have accelerated the intensity and complexity of
literate environments. The 21st century demands on a literate person far
exceeds any traditional notions of literacies known to us. The new literacies
are multiple, dynamic, and flexible. In this context and inevitably, the
importance of the English language will be critical to any discussion linked
to the global transformation of skills and competencies for the 21st century.
Issues such as curriculum re-orientation, methodologies, differentiated
focus on skills and knowledge, teaching-learning modalities, assessment and
up-skilling of teachers must become matters of debate and discussion in the
ELT community.
As educators, we must continually work not only at developing professional
knowledge, skills and judgements, but also at acquiring, updating and
honing effective pedagogical craft. Seeking opportunities to do these is a
vital and necessary part of continuous professional development leading to
the development of sustainable quality in English language education.
Best Wishes and Warm Regards

Professor Dr. Ganakumaran Subramaniam
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The Royal Patron of MELTA

DYMM Raja Zarith Sofiah Binti Almarhum
Sultan Idris Shah Al Mutawakkil Alallahi Shah,
Permasuri Johor, DK, SPMJ, SPCM
MELTA is deeply honoured and privileged to be graced by the royal patronage
of Duli Yang Maha Mulia Raja Zarith Sofiah binti Almarhum Sultan Idris
Shah. Tuanku accepted MELTA’s invitation to become Royal Patron of the
Association on the 15th of February 2008.
DYMM Raja Zarith Sofiah binti
Almarhum Sultan Idris Shah
Al Mutawakkil Alalllahi Shah,
Pemaisuri Johor

DYMM Raja Zarith Sofiah Binti Almarhum Sultan Idris Shah is descended
from rulers of the Melaka Sultanate. She studied at Cheltenham Ladies’
College and was accepted to read Chinese Studies (a four-year undergraduate
programme) at Somerville College, University of Oxford.
DYMM Raja Zarith Sofiah received her Bachelor of Arts Honours degree from
the University of Oxford in 1983. DYMM Raja Zarith Sofiah is Pro-Chancellor
at Universiti Teknologi Malaysia and is involved with many charitable
organizations and NGOs. She is the President of Persatuan Pandu Puteri
Johor (the Girl Guides of Johor) and Royal Patron of the Spastics School of
Johor Bahru and the Rotary Club of Tebrau Foundation.

Tuanku is also Chairman,
Malaysian Red Crescent (MRC)
National Community and helps
with fund-raising and awareness
programmes run by the Malaysian
Red Crescent. DYMM Raja
Zarith Sofia has keen interest in
writing and publishing editorials
in Malaysian newspapers. In
November 2005, she delivered a
keynote paper titled ‘Shared Reality: The Media and Us’ at SoLLs.INTEC.05,
an international conference organised by UKM. The paper subsequently
became the prologue to the six volumes of books published by PearsonLongman Malaysia (2007). In January 2008, she delivered a public lecture in
UKM entitled ‘Going Global: The Use of the English Language in 21st Century
Malaysia,’ in her capacity as a Royal Fellow at UKM. Tuanku was conferred an
Honorary Doctorate of Philosophy in Education by Universiti Tun Hussein
Onn Malaysia on 23 August 2008. The bestowal of the university’s highest
award is fitting testimony for Tuanku who has worked selflessly in support
of public welfare and educational programmes in Malaysia.
Tuanku has a strong passion for the development of education and she has
continuously promoted this through her column in the local media, her public
lectures and her active roles in non-governmental voluntary organizations.
She stands out for her intelligence, eloquence and courage in speaking up for
social justice and the plight of the underprivileged and voiceless citizen. She
is a royal with a heart for her people.
MELTA is proud that it is the first and only educational organization to have
DYMM Raja Zarith Sofiah Binti Almarhum Sultan Idris Shah Al Mutawakkil
Alallahi Shah, Permaisuri Johor as its patron.
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About the Malaysian English Language
Teaching Association (MELTA)
The Malaysian English Language Teaching Association (MELTA) is a voluntary,
not-for-profit professional organization which was officially formed in 1982.
MELTA’s stated constitutional aim is to promote English language teaching.

MELTA is deeply committed to representing all Malaysian English language
educators, contributing towards their continuous professional development
in line with national goals and aspirations. MELTA is run completely by
Malaysian volunteers professionally involved in the teaching of English
language and education in the English language. MELTA grew out of two
earlier organizations - The English Language Teaching Association and The
Selangor English Language Teaching Association and its combined history
can be traced to the year 1958. Since then, MELTA has gone through many
changes, accommodating itself to the needs of the nation’s English language
stakeholders.

In August 2000, MELTA went nationwide when its first chapter was launched
in Seremban, Negeri Sembilan. Since then MELTA has launched chapters in
Kota Baru, Ipoh, Melaka, Kuala Terengganu, Kuantan, Temerloh, Johor Bahru,
Batu Pahat, Kota Kinabalu, Tawau, Sandakan, Seberang Jaya, Miri, Kuching,
Kuala Lumpur and Kulim.

MELTA Chapters allow for the building of communities of education
practitioners, developing collegial support and self-enrichment
programmes. Cross-chapter activities further advance professional
collaboration at the nation-wide level, empowering teachers, students and
users of the English language. In 2008 MELTA made significant changes to
its profile and the structure of the committee to widen its scope and reflect
a national professional organization. The MELTA committee now consists
of an Executive council and a bureau of directors. MELTA has also further
enhanced collaboration with governmental organizations, NGOs, corporate
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organizations and international associates. MELTA has some 1000 members
from all over Malaysia, most of whom are practising teachers of English in
the Malaysian education system.
Other members are involved in English language education in some way
and membership therefore ranges from pre-school teachers to university
academics as well as parents who have an active interest in their children’s
English language development.

With the annual subscription, life membership or institutional membership,
members receive a copy of The English Teacher, an annual refereed journal
published by MELTA, as well as three newsletters a year and invitations to
participate at a reduced rate in regular seminars and workshops organized
by MELTA.

MELTA keeps members updated via its website which contains information
and current news on MELTA activities and offers an online platform for
Special Interest Groups related to English Language Teaching. In addition,
MELTA has an online journal, The Malaysian Journal of ELT Research, aimed
at advancing knowledge of and developing expertise in critical and scientific
inquiry in English language teaching and learning. The Malaysian Journal
of ELT Research, The English Teacher and the MELTA Annual are also
uploaded regularly. Other MELTA publications are featured on the website as
well.

MELTA has been organizing conferences since 1991. For the first ten years,
biennial international conferences were organized. From the year 2000,
annual conferences became the norm. Since 2001, MELTA has organized
‘travelling’ conferences: these are held in at least three venues, one either in
Sabah or Sarawak. MELTA conferences help bring teachers together to share
experiences and acquaint them with current thinking in ESL/EFL, introduce
the Malaysian ELT community to ESL/EFL professionals from outside
Malaysia and introduce Malaysia to those from abroad.
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In order to encourage and promote professionalism among Malaysian
English language teachers and in recognition of those who have contributed
greatly to MELTA and to English language education in Malaysia in general,
MELTA has instituted various awards that are presented to outstanding
personalities from time to time. Among the awards are:
• The Hyacinth Gaudart Award is presented to an outstanding Malaysian
teacher who has performed above and beyond the call of duty in trying
and challenging situations. This Award is supported by Pearson Education
Malaysia.

• The Basil Wijasuriya Award for the best presentation by a teacher at the
annual MELTA conference. This Award is supported by elc International
Schools Malaysia.

• The Lifetime Contribution Award. MELTA stands today on the foundation
that was, from the very first day of its inception, firmly and solidly built by
a number of outstanding individuals. What is even more remarkable is the
continuing support that such individuals extend to the organization up to
this very day. The MELTA Lifetime Contribution Award is presented as a
tribute to the tenacity of spirit of such individuals with the hope that they
become benchmarks for all who support and serve national voluntary
organizations such as MELTA.
• The MELTA Special Award. This is an award meant to recognize and thank
individuals and organizations that have contributed greatly to the growth
and development of MELTA as well as played a prominent role in the field
of English language education in Malaysia.

• The MELTA Commendation Award. While the management of MELTA
conferences is generally undertaken by the main MELTA committee
members, there have always been special individuals who have
outstandingly supported us in the task of coordination and organization
of the conferences. In recognition of their goodwill, MELTA often presents
these individuals with a special Commendation Award.
Melta Annual 2016 May 19.indd 11
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• The MELTA Outstanding School ELT Project Award. This is an award
presented to schools in the State where the annual MELTA conference
is held. It is presented to schools that have organized and implemented
creative and interesting English language projects on a school-wide scale.
This Award is supported by ERICAN Education Malaysia.

• MELTA has also devised and runs a competition for schools, most often
in concurrence with the annual MELTA conferences. Titled the ‘MELTA
Way With Words Competition’, the competition challenges students to
improve their spelling, their vocabulary, learn concepts and develop
correct English usage. Above all, the ‘MELTA Way With Words’ competition
aims to instil interest in learning English among students. This aim takes
shape in a language competition that promises challenges to participants,
in applying not only language skills but also thinking skills, in a fun way.
The ‘MELTA Way With Words Competition’ is open to ALL schools and
comprises two categories: Upper Primary (10-12 years old) and Lower
Secondary (13-15 years old). This competition is supported by Expomal
Malaysia Sdn. Bhd.

In fulfilment of its corporate social responsibility, MELTA organises various
social responsibility projects under its ‘MELT-A-HEART’ banner. Among its
various activities, it collects new or pre-loved English language books from
generous publishers and individuals for distribution to less-advantaged
schools in remote rural areas of the country.

MELTA also organizes annual National special projects such as the MELTA
Graduate Research Colloquium in April and the MELTA National Literacies
Day in November. The MELTA Creative Teacher Showcase, supported by
Erican Education Malaysia, is organized in conjunction with the MELTA
annual conference.
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Vision and Mission
Mission
• To promote English language teaching at all levels
• To bring English language teachers together, allowing them to share
experiences and research
• To acquaint teachers with current thinking in ESL/EFL teaching
• To introduce the Malaysian ELT community to ESL/EFL professionals
from outside Malaysia and introduce Malaysia to those abroad

Vision
• To make MELTA the foremost English language professional body in
Malaysia
• To make MELTA one of the foremost ELT organizations in the world
• To ensure that all English language teachers in Malaysia are directly or
indirectly affiliated to MELTA
• To be recognized as one authority for continuous professional
development of English language teachers
• To pool together all expertise and resources for ELT in Malaysia, and
make them available for teachers all over the country
• To liaise with major ELT organizations in the ESL/EFL world
• To help the Government to promote the use of English language among
Malaysians.

Logo

MELTA is the acronym for the Malaysian English Language Teaching
Association.
The Stylized ‘M’ is a symbolic representation of the ‘M’ in MELTA. It is
stylized to demonstrate that MELTA is a flexible and dynamic organization.
The ‘M’ breaks the boundaries of the rectangular blue box to show that
MELTA and Malaysian teachers need to work both within and outside
the box to achieve greater success. It also suggests that there should be no
limits to education and learning.
The Rectangular Box represents the conventional world of education and
language use.
Royal blue is the MELTA colour and has been used in its logo since the
establishment of the organization. It represents resilience, depth and
stability in education and learning.
The colour white represents the notion of tabula rasa in education. It
reflects the purity of the learner and the act of learning.
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MELTA Conference Organizing Committee
25th MELTA International Conference

ADVISOR Basil Wijasuriya
CHAIR Ganakumaran Subramaniam
VICE CHAIRS Aslam Khan Samahs Khan
Teh Chee Seng
SECRETARY Datin Hjh Raja Mazuin Raja Abdul Aziz
TREASURER Ali Ahmad Seman

Secretariat and Programming
Sivabala Naidu
Felicia Ong Tze Nee
Chai Xin Yu
Elizabeth Thor
Conference Proceedings
Subarna Sivapalan
Cheah Swi Ee
MELT-A-HEART
Lim Chui Hoon
Shafinaz Abdullah
Conference Presentation
Selection and Programme Book
Cynthia Y. Doss
Ramesh Nair
Muhammad Kamarul Kabilan
Special Events and Protocols
Aslam Khan Samahs Khan
P. Malliga Perumal
Ooi Choon Meng
Nurhezrin Anuar
Azlina Ahmad Kamal
Finance
Ganakumaran Subramaniam
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ELT Awards
Basil Wijasuriya
Souba Rethinasamy
Way With Words
Lee King Siong
Yoges Gopalan

CHILD
Thurairaja Sunmokasudram
Anna Benice Xavier
Nurfadzilah Nek Kamal
Kasturi Manivanan
ELT Associates and Key Speakers
Liaison
Teh Chee Seng
Jane Chai
Conference Logistics
Ali Ahmad Seman
Zaleha Abd. Hamid
Sessions Management and
Technologies
Zaira Shaari
Warid Mihat

Exhibition and Advertisements
Chandrakala Raman
Santhanasamy Amaladass
Chandrakala Raman
Communications and
Public Relations
Datin Hjh Raja Mazuin
Raja Abdul Aziz
Szarmilaa Dewie Krishnan
CTS, CSTS & Posters
Ramesh Nair
Chandrakala Raman
Multimedia, Website and
Photography
Mohd Shukri Nordin
Rynnie Son Cin Ee
MELTA Annual
Tam Lye Suan
Chuah Kee Man
Publicity and Press Management
Azlina Ahmad Kamal
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25 Years of MELTA Conferences –
Looking Back
Dr. Basil Wijasuriya, Advisor of MELTA

MELTA was officially registered as a society in 1982,
but it only organised its first conference in 1991.
Organizing the conference was a step forward in
MELTA’s mission to serve the nation and English
language teachers in particular, by providing a
platform for the exchange of, and exposure to, new
ideas related to TESL, thus complementing efforts
of the Ministry of Education to raise the standard of
English language education in the country.

This year, the MELTA Conference will be its 25th
—a Silver Jubilee, coincidentally and appropriately,
in Perak, the Silver State.
Looking back over 25 years of MELTA International
Conferences, several stages of development
can be discerned. For the first 10 years, MELTA
International Conferences were held biennially and
all were held around Kuala Lumpur. Subsequently,
it was felt that MELTA needed to do more to reach
out to teachers in all parts of the country. Thus were
born the biennial National ‘Travelling’ Conferences,
conferences dealing with national English language
issues, held in different states. Initially they were
held in four different venues but it was soon realized
that four venues was biting off more than could be
chewed comfortably, and subsequently three was
the maximum number of venues.

Thus there were National and International
conferences held in alternate years, the National
Conference a static one held in only one venue,
usually around Kuala Lumpur, and the ‘Travelling’
Conferences held in various other states in Malaysia.
This went on till 2005 when it was realised that
there was hardly any difference between the
National and International Conferences and
from 2006 onwards all MELTA Conferences were
labelled International Conferences. Nevertheless,
the practice of alternating between static and
travelling conferences was maintained although
more and more frequently, the static conference
was held away from Kuala Lumpur.
The next big step forward was when MELTA was
given the honour of hosting the joint 16th MELTA/
5th Asia TEFL Conference in 2007. The conference
attracted about 800 participants, both local and
from all over the world. The Conference was a
resounding success and firmly established MELTA
Conferences on the international TESL scene.
MELTA was again given the honour of hosting the
23rd MELTA/12th Asia TEFL Conference again
in 2014 and once again, it was a great success,
consolidating the position of MELTA Conferences
on the TESL map.

5th Asia TEFL International
Conference 2007

Travelling Conference, Johor, 2001

Travelling Conference,
Sabah, 2004

Melta Annual 2016 May 19.indd 15

Travelling Conference,
Sarawak, 2006

This brings us to the 25th MELTA Conference,
sponsored by the Perak State Government, which is
shaping up to be another success. It is to be hoped
that this will spur other states to emulate the Perak
State Government so that MELTA will be enabled
in its mission of serving the Nation as well as all
English language teachers in the country.
5/20/16 3:16 PM
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MILESTONES: Marking 25

1991....1992 .....1993............... 2000.............2001............2002...........2003..........2004..........2005..........2006.....................................
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Years of MELTA Conferences

...................................................2007.........2008.........2009.........2010.........2011.........2012.........2013.........2014.........2015.......2016
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Celebrating MELTA’s Silver Jubilee
1993
2nd MELTA
International
Conference

2001
6th
International
Conference,
Selangor

2002 National
Conference
on Reading

2003
7th MELTA
Biennial
International
Conference,
Selangor

2004 MELTA
Conference
Focus on
Oracy in
Selangor,
Kedah and
Sabah

2005
8th MELTA
Biennial
International
Conference,
Selangor
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2006
15th MELTA
Conference in
Terengganu,
Selangor and
Sarawak
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— 25 Years of Conferences
2007
5th Asia TEFL
International
Conference,
Kuala
Lumpur

2008
17th MELTA
Biennial
International
Conference,
Selangor

2009
18th
International
Conference,
Johor

2011 20th
MELTA
20th
MELTA
International
Conference,
Terengganu

2012
21st MELTA
International
Conference
in Kuala
Lumpur and
Sawarak

2010
19th MELTA
International
Conference,
Kuala Lumpur,
Pahang,
Sarawak

2013 20th
2011
MELTA
22nd
MELTA
International
Conference,
Terengganu
Johor

2014
23rd MELTA
International
& 12th
Asia TEFL
International
Conference
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2014 4th MELTA
International
Research
Conference
in English
Language
Education

2015
MELTA
National
Colloquium
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2015
24th MELTA
International
Conference,
Kuala
Lumpur
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Meet the People Behind MELTA…
Honestly, I had never heard of
SELTA, the Selangor English Teaching
Association, when I was first
approached to serve on the Committee
of the Association. On further inquiry, It
seemed to be a worthwhile endeavour
and I joined the Association in 1979. I
was duly elected as a Committee Member
just at the time when SELTA changed its
name to ELTA, signaling the intention
of the Association to serve teachers
beyond the borders of Selangor. I was
elected Chairman of the Association the
following year until 1981 when it was
decided that in order to best achieve its
intention of serving the nation and the
English language teaching fraternity
at large, the Association should be run
entirely by Malaysians. In keeping with
this, the name of the Association was
again changed, this time to MELTA, the
Malaysian English Teaching Association,
in 1982, and I became its first President.
Thus began my long journey with
MELTA.

In 1991, when still a B. Ed TESL undergraduate in Universiti
Pertanian Malaysia (now Universiti Putra Malaysia), fate scheduled
me to take a poetry class with one of UPM’s most infamous and
notoriously difficult lecturers, Malachi Edwin Vethamani. Little did
I know that what was supposed to be a straightforward academic
encounter would lead me to a lifetime of commitment to a cause I
knew nothing about.

I was first roped into MELTA as an
administrative assistant in the MELTA
office in Petaling Jaya during the tenure
of the late Professor Hyacinth. After
that I was in the committee and the
rest is history. I have stayed on in the
committee for more than 8 years, I think.
I actually lost count but treasure every
moment of my time with MELTA.

In 1995, I left to do my masters and Ph.D in the University of
Nottingham, U. K. and guess who was there, yes, it was Mr. Edwin.
When I returned to Malaysia in 1999 after my Ph.D, I was duly
enlisted to MELTA by Dr. Malachi Edwin Vethamani, the Secretary of
MELTA (who had returned after his studies), as a committee member.
The rest is a story of growing passion, commitment and great fun,
moving through the learning curves from committee member,
assistant secretary, secretary, vice-president and president.

Dr. Basil Wijasuriya,
Advisor

Associate Professor Dr.
Teh Chee Seng,
Vice-President II

As it happened, one day Mr. Edwin as we used to refer to him then,
said to me that an organization he serves called MELTA was going
to hold its Annual General Meeting soon and he wanted me and
a few other classmates to help out with the organization. So we
“volunteered” – it was difficult to say no to Mr. Edwin for many
reasons. Even after this first experience I had had no idea what
MELTA was nor what the organization did. I assumed that it was an
organization for university lecturers to discuss university stuff.

The MELTA President then was the late Prof. Dr. Hyacinth Gaudart,
the MELTA secretary was also the secretary of the Football
Association of Malaysia, the late Dato’ Sri Paul Mony. Mr. Edwin was
assistant secretary. The MELTA office was also at Wisma FAM. So you
can imagine how difficult it must have been for an undergraduate to
work out what exactly MELTA was. In spite of this I liked the passion
of the people of MELTA for what they were doing. That next year I
volunteered to help out at the MELTA National Conference. In the
early years of the conference the PJ Hilton was the fixed venue. This
volunteering went on until my graduating year in 1995, a year after
I graduated. By then Mr. Edwin had left for the U. K. to do a Ph.D at
the University of Nottingham. I was posted to a secondary school in
Sekinchan, Selangor. As fate would have it, I was offered a position of
tutor at Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia where I had the opportunity
to meet and work with the first president of MELTA, Assoc. Prof.
Dr. Basil Wijayasuriya. Dr. B as he is fondly known, was still actively
involved in the committee as the vice-president. There was no
escaping MELTA.

It’s been 25 years.

Professor Dr. Ganakumaran Subramaniam,
President

In 1998, when I enrolled for my
post-graduate studies programme, I was
approached by the then Vice-President of
MELTA, Prof. Dr. Malachi Edwin Vethamani
to join the MELTA committee. On impulse,
I said ‘Yes’ to MELTA and stayed on for 18
years. I started as an ordinary committee
member, Assistant Treasurer, Treasurer,
Vice-President II in 2002 before assuming
the current position as Vice-President I.

There was seldom a dull moment in
MELTA— numerous interesting and
unforgettable experiences. In 2002,
we organised a four-venue travelling
conference in 10 days! The first conference
was held in Kuala Lumpur. We travelled in
a Nissan Vannette to Batu Pahat, for a twoday conference and at the end of day two,
we drove up north to Penang for another
two-day conference. We rested a day and
took a flight to Kuching— our fourth and
final destination—all within a span of 10
days! Looking back, we could not believed
we accomplished such a feat! We were
driven by passion and determination to
serve the ELT fraternity. I recall in 2003,
how together with the then AP Dr. Malachi,
Dr. Gana and Mr. Nackeran, our navigator,
we walked across the Johor causeway to
Woodlands, Singapore to savour a plate of
Chicken Briyani. We were told that it would
be a walk in the park!
Throughout my 18 years of service in
MELTA, it is the academic contribution
to teachers and practitioners throughout
Malaysia and other parts of the world that
has impacted my life in a positive way!
I will never trade MELTA for any other
organization. It is MELTA or nothing else!
Mr Aslam Khan Bin
Samahs Khan,
Vice-President I

I have held many positions in MELTA from being a committee member of the Training Bureau to the Assistant Treasurer, Treasurer, Assistant Secretary and finally, the
Honorary Secretary. Of all the posts mentioned, my experience being the Assistant Secretary was the most challenging and enriching of all. When the then Secretary left,
I had to learn the ropes fast. You have to be able to multi-task in MELTA. I always believe that ‘excellence is doing ordinary things extraordinarily well’. Alhamdulilah, it is
not as stressful as it used to be because I have my fellow committee members as my ever so helpful other pair of eyes. Now that it has been almost a year since MELTA has
a co-opted assistant secretary, she does the minutes now and I do the rest. And the cycle repeats…
Datin Dr. Hjh Raja Mazuin bte Raja Abdul Aziz,
Secretary
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My journey with MELTA began in 1999 when I met one of the
stalwarts of the Association who had just returned from the U.K. My
friends and I enrolled in English Language Studies and studied under
this lecturer, and a few of his MELTA associates. We started as volunteers
in the MELTA programmes from 2002 after graduation, and resumed
work as English teachers in the Klang valley. MELTA has given us
opportunities to meet many ELT practitioners from other countries,
to gain precious knowledge and skills from the presentations and
workshops, and to develop networking with other MELTA members.
Personally, I have developed into a better English teacher and has helped
me achieve my dream of obtaining my Ph.D. From the silence of Fort
Emma on the banks of the mighty Rejang River to the incessant bustle of
great cities of Kuala Lumpur, Johor Bahru, Kuching, and Ipoh, MELTA has
led me to discover more of the mysteries of the English Language, and
understand them. Thanks Dr. G, Dr. Shan, and other friends in MELTA.
Dr. Ali Ahmad bin Nordin,
Treasurer

My journey and involvement in MELTA
started with Dr. Ramesh who suggested
that I be an auditor for MELTA in 2009.
I had signed up to be a life member way
back in the early 90’s but I was not very
active. A few months later, I was elected
to be the Director of Special projects. At
the next election, I was elected to be the
director of Research and development.
In the following year, I became the
Director of Training. This is my current
position.
Associate Professor
Dr. Cynthia Yolanda Doss,
Director of Training

My relationship with the Malaysian English Language Teaching Association began in earnest in 2014 when I was
elected as Director of the Special Interest Group (SIG) Bureau during its Annual General Meeting. After settling in well
with a team made up of like-minded people, I began brainstorming with the members on the best way forward for the
bureau at a time when English language teachers were simply too busy with their jobs that they had little time for extra
activities outside their working life. I did a cursory survey on what might work and what might not, and decided that
for SIGs to function effectively, there must be solidarity in the members of the groups. Such solidarity, in the past, could
have stemmed from having a common interest in particular teaching areas such as reading or writing. However, the 21st
century setting was different—there is no real need for people to band together physically to develop their common
interests as there were countless online platforms that are already serving such needs.

Hence, I needed to develop a plan that will not only work but be sustainable in the long run. That was when I decided to
capitalise on my network of past students from the Darulaman Teacher Training College (IPDA) who had just begun their
teaching careers. As a former teacher educator at the college, I had first-hand knowledge of their capabilities and decided
to leverage on their strengths to start a group known as TEDBET, short for Teacher Development for Beginning English
Language Teachers. TEDBET aims to provide a platform for early career teachers to decide what works best for them and
execute such programmes themselves with the support of MELTA.
Assistant Professor Dr. R. Sivabala Naidu,
Director of Special Interest Groups

I started my Ph.D with the University of Nottingham
Malaysia Campus late 2010 under the supervision of
Professor Ganakumaran Subramaniam, the head of
School of Education. In 2013, Prof. Gana contacted me
asking whether I could help MELTA with technologies.
I’d heard of MELTA but never realized that my
supervisor was the president! Nuff said, the rest is
history. I’ve learnt and still learning a lot from MELTA.
It’s an experience of a lifetime. Go MELTA!
Dr. Mohd. Shukri Nordin,
Director of Technologies
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It was my very good friend, Dr Cynthia who asked if I
could help out with the publications in MELTA. I mulled
over it, wondering how I could help. Then she said, just
come along to the next meeting and meet some lovely
people there. This organization is different—not like
any other. So, I tagged along for the first meeting in early
2014, and that marked the start of my involvement in
MELTA.
Tam Lye Suan,
Director of Publications

My journey with MELTA began
with my participation at MELTA
conferences. As early as 2002,
presenting at MELTA conferences
gave me a reason, as a junior
academic, to conduct research and
write papers. In fact, one of my
first publications was a conference
paper that was selected to become
a chapter in a book that was part
of the MELTA-Sasbadi ELT series.
I continued presenting papers
regularly at MELTA conferences and
even presented a paper at the first
AsiaTEFL conference that was hosted
by MELTA in Kuala Lumpur. Several
MELTA conferences later and a few
more publications in The English
Teacher journal and the MELTASasbadi series, I was invited by the
then MELTA President, Professor
Malachi Edwin Vethamani, to serve
as a reviewer for The English Teacher.
After MELTA’s second journal was
launched, I came on board as an
editor in 2008 for the Malaysian
Journal of ELT Research. This was
under the mentorship of Dr. Basil
Wijasuriya. It was at this point that I
began taking on a more active role in
MELTA. In early 2010, I was elected
to the position of MELTA’s Director
of Technologies. Of all the bureaus
in MELTA, I felt least equipped to
handle the technologies bureau
but ended up holding that portfolio
for two terms with a great deal of
support from the entire MELTA
team. I relinquished that post to a far
more tech-savvy Dr. Mohd. Shukri
Nordin in 2014. Since 2014, I have
been serving as MELTA’s Director of
Journals. I must admit that I was not
entirely sure I wanted to commit time
as an executive committee member
when I stood for elections in 2010.
One can think of multiple reasons for
not committing time and effort to an
NGO when holding down a full-time
job. However, looking back, there is
no denying that MELTA has indeed
provided me with the opportunity
to learn and to grow. It’s great to be
a part of a dynamic, dedicated team
of professionals who are committed
to improving English Language
Education in the country.
Associate Professor
Dr. Ramesh Nair,
Director of Journals
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My association with MELTA goes back to
the year 2002. A fresh graduate in transition
to becoming a Masters student, I took up the
opportunity to take on the role of administrative
assistant at the MELTA Office which at that time
was based in Petaling Jaya. Between the years
2006 and early 2010, already married with a
child, and in a successful career as an academic,
I was appointed as a sub-committee member
of MELTA’s Special Interest Group and R&D
bureaus. From the years 2014 to January 2016, I
had the opportunity of contributing as MELTA’s
Director of Training.

I am presently the Administrative Editor of
MELTA’s very successful journals, The English
Teacher and the Malaysian Journal of ELT
Research. I am who I am today because of MELTA
and the amazing MELTA family, who contribute
tirelessly every day to take English Language
education in Malaysia to the next level.
In conjunction with MELTA’s Silver Jubilee, I
would like to take this opportunity to wish the
organization a happy 25th. Here’s to many, many,
many more successful years ahead, MELTA.
Dr Subarna Sivapalan.
Administrative Editor of ‘The
English Teacher’ and the ‘Malaysian
Journal of ELT Research’

My first academic paper presentation at
a conference was at the 1999 International
MELTA Conference at PJ Hilton. At that time,
I have just embarked on my Masters studies
in Universiti Pertanian Malaysia (UPM). My
supervisor was Dr. Malachi Edwin Vethamani,
who was also the Vice President of MELTA. My
presentation was well-received, but I also had
my motorcycle stolen from the car park on the
same day. I was down but Dr. Edwin was kind
enough to console and invite me to bunk in
with him and another mutual friend of ours.
From then on, my relationship with Dr Edwin
grew from a very formal lecturer–student into
a friendly casual one. When he became the
President of MELTA, he invited me to be part
of the big MELTA family, and I have been ever
since till 2015.
Professor Dr. Muhammad
Kamarul Kabilan

Let’s start a MELTA chapter” was how the
late Mr. Teh Shariffudin got me back into MELTA
in 2008. It felt like homecoming because I had
known and participated in MELTA in the early
1990s through the then Dr G, the late Professor
Dr Hyacinth Gaudart, who was my lecturer in
Universiti Malaya. So without any hesitation,
I gave my most enthusiastic ‘Yes’. My life as
an ELT practitioner was never the same ever
since. About two years after starting the Kulim
Chapter, I received a call from Dr Gana asking
if I would join the main committee and that he
had something suitable for me. That something
was Director of Special Projects and it was
suitable. Through MELTA and its CSR projects
such as MELT-A-Heart and Way With Words, I
realize that being a MELTAn is not just about
becoming a better teacher or academic, but
more importantly, it is about affording others
with opportunities to become better. Indeed,
that is how MELTA has changed me.
Dr. Cheah Swi Ee

I had known about MELTA and heard of
its good work for a long time. However, I only
started presenting at MELTA conferences in
2009. In 2012 I was invited as the plenary
speaker and forum panelist for the 21st MELTA
International Conference on Reframing English
Language Education: New Environments, New
Needs, New Solutions, held in Kuching, Sarawak
from 7-9 June 2012. During the conference, I
had the opportunity to observe closely the good
efforts of the MELTA members. That’s when
I decided to become a life member of MELTA.
In the year 2014, I joined the organizing
committee of MELTA-AsiaTEFL conference and
got to know the committee members and their
families better. I also got to meet the MELTA
juniors and my children were so fascinated with
their involvement in MELTA and decided to join
the group too. My journey with MELTA has been
an amazing professional and personal journey.
I get to develop professionally and at the same
time foster meaningful friendship with the
MELTA family members.
Associate Professor Dr. Souba
Rethinasamy

Prior to joining MELTA as a member, I had participated in
several MELTA activities, notably its annual conference. In 2011,
however, I was given the opportunity to lead the newly-formed
MELTA Kuching Chapter. It was set up just in time for the 21st
MELTA International Conference, which was held in Kuching in
2012. In 2014, the MELTA Kuching Chapter was once again given
the trust to assist in organizing the AsiaTEFL Conference 2014
at Borneo Convention Centre, Kuching. Through the experience
of assisting the main committee in organizing the conferences,
I managed to learn valuable skills in not only managing events
but also in solving any problems that may arise. The MELTA main
committee team has always been very supportive and had given
me priceless advice as well.

In 2013, I was given an opportunity to represent MELTA at the
33rd Thailand TESOL International Conference, which was held
in Khon Kaen, Thailand. It was an honour to be assigned as a
featured speaker and I presented a paper entitled ‘Thinking Big
on SMALL: Social Media-Assisted Language Learning’. The session
was packed with participants who were very keen to know
how social media can be incorporated in language learning. In
addition, the participants from Thailand were very interested to
take note of how Malaysia has outlined its strategic planning in
improving the level of English proficiency among their students.
As such, a special colloquium was arranged with the theme
‘English Language Education: Meeting the Challenge of ASEAN
Economic Community (AEC)’, in which I was appointed as one
of the speakers. I shared the efforts made by the Malaysian
government in empowering Malaysian students with better
English language education through its Education Blueprint
(2013-2025) and also took the chance to promote various
activities done by MELTA in improving ELT practices in Malaysia.
All in all, my experience with MELTA has been a fruitful one and I
sure hope to contribute more to the association for years to come.
Chuah Kee Man

On a very ordinary day, I received a call from an extraordinary
person, an old friend and former colleague who also happens to
be the president of MELTA. He had a not-so-ordinary invitation
for me—to join the executive committee of MELTA as director
of special projects. Waaw, so he must have thought I had some
special ability to cook up something special for MELTA. And
foolishly, I believed him, especially since he said I could do
ANYTHING I wanted. And that’s how I got into this Mickle. I mean
MELTA.
Dr. Lee King Siong,
Director of Special Projects

My experience with MELTA began as a participant attending the MELTA conference, representing the Pahang State Education Department. One
impression that I perceived then, which has never left me till today—is the establishment of a strong family-team solidarity with great respect accorded to
the leadership at the helm. In 2010 – Pahang was chosen as the venue for the 19th MELTA Conference at MS Garden Hotel, Kuantan. For Pahang teachers,
especially for primary school English language teachers it was an eye-opener...they never have been to one, so much so they thought it was a morning
session event after which it was over – so little was their knowledge of what an international conference was about! Seeing presentations and presenters
was another dimension of education for us, the teachers in Pahang. This conference ‘launched’ my ‘first’ in presenting at an international conference.
I presented together with three good friends, Faridah Abdul Rahman and Yap Yoke Chin. My deep gratitude to MELTA, remains—in presenting awards
to much deserving teachers in Pahang. These teachers, have moved on, forward and one of them, Noorjahan Sultan has moved on to even becoming a
competitor for the top 50 Global Teacher Award. As for me, I am now a more willing presenter. Recently, the call from the helm of MELTA, to join the
MELTA committee, was for me, of great honour and trust – an opportunity to contribute too—to the English Language fraternity of educators through
MELTA.
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It is All about the
Support. MELTA Rocks,
Thanks to You!
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WHAT WE DO
 24th MELTA International Conference
 5th MELTA International Research Conference in English Language
Education
 MELTA Chapters
 MELTA Associates
 MELTA Bureaus
 MELTA English Language and Education Consultancy
 MELTA Journals and Publications
 The MELTA Malachi Edwin Creative Teacher Showcase and the MELTA
Creative Student Teacher Showcase Awards
 MELTA Special Interest Group (SIG)
 MELTA Special Interest Group (MESIG) ELT Summit
 TEDBET: Beyond the Great Walls of Classroom
 Feature: MELTA National Colloquium Report
 MELTA Initiatives and CSR Projects
• MELT-A-HEART — MELTA Conference with a Heart
• MELTA — Way With Words
• MELTA Special Project 2016: MELTA-on-YouTube
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24th MELTA International Conference 2015

T

he 24th MELTA International Conference was held at The Royale
Chulan Hotel, Kuala Lumpur from 1st to 3rd June 2015. The theme was
“Innovative Solutions to New Challenges in English Language Education:
Aligning National Outcomes to Global Standards. It was officiated by Y.A.M
Tunku Besar Seri Menanti Tunku Ali Redhauddin ibni Tuanku Muhriz.
He was also a member of the Special Panel of a forum entitled ‘Taking
the Global Leap’. The conference attracted presenters and participants
from Bangladesh, India, Indonesia, Iran, Japan, Malaysia, the Philippines,
Singapore, South Korea, Taiwan, the United Kingdom, the United States of
America and Qatar.
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5th MELTA International Research
Conference in English Language Education

T

he Research and Development Bureau is responsible for the organization of
the annual MELTA International Research Conference in English Language
Education. A unique feature of the conference is that every presentation will be
judged by a panel of experts as presenters compete for several MELTA awards
for excellence in research in English language education. The researchers have
the opportunity to benchmark their research against others researching the field.
They are also able to receive feedback from the judges as well as an opportunity to
learn about current research areas being explored in English language education.
The 5th MELTA International Research Conference in English Language
Education (MIRCELE) 2015 was organized to spearhead and support the
sharing and advancement of knowledge through research in English language
education for academics, teachers and undergraduates not only in Malaysia
but around the world. It allows the presenters and participants to add their
voices to the world of English language practitioners. The 5th MIRCELE
2015 was hosted for the first time by the Faculty of Languages and Linguistics,
University of Malaya and co-organized by MELTA and the faculty.
Category

Teacher Trainer/Academician

Ph.D

Master
Teacher

Teacher Trainee/Undergraduate
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Award

Winner

Bronze

Dr. Nor Liza Haji Ali

Bronze

Wong Kin Tat & Dr Wong Bee Eng

Bronze

Gladys Koh & Grace Koh (Joint Paper)

Silver

Felicia Ong Tze Nee

Silver

Khairul Husna Abdul Kadir

Bronze

Umi Kalsom Masrom

Silver

Eunjee Ko

Bronze

Wang Son

Silver

Pamela Ester Devadason

Bronze

Sazlyni binti Mohd Sazily Lim

Gold

Suresh Lim Keng Keong

Silver

Hanif Nor Azahar

Bronze

Amar Arrifin
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MELTA Chapters
In order to allow MELTA to reach out to its intended target at a greater scale,
chapters are established nationwide and are fully run by a locally appointed
Chapter Committee. The chapters can be regarded most significantly as
‘branches’ of MELTA, and act as outreach centres so that MELTA members
can meet and carry out activities according to their own local needs. These
chapters usually organize seminars, workshops and forums on teaching
methods and approaches, self-enrichment and latest technology in ELT. They
also serve to provide assistance to the central committee in the organization
of MELTA International Conferences, which are held in a different state every
year.
Current Active MELTA Chapters:
Chapters
Kuantan

Chapter Leader
Ms Chandrakala Raman

Kuching
Kuala Terengganu
Kota Kinabalu
Seberang Jaya

Mr Chuah Kee Man
Ms Yusnita
Ms Chang Yee Shee
Mr K. Puveneswaran

Chapter Activities
MELTA Chapters conduct regular activities with the assistance of MELTA
main committee particularly the Chapter Bureau. Here are some highlights
of those activities done by some of the chapters:

MELTA Seberang Jaya Chapter
The Sebarang Jaya chapter initiated a one-day workshop on ‘Effective and
Creative Teaching’ involving 60 teachers from SK HiTeach, on 26 February
2015, held in Penang. The workshop was conducted by Associate Professor
Dr. M. K. Kabilan (USM)
Also, 120 Diploma students participated in a “Communication English
Workshop”, at Kolej Vokasional Balik Pulau, Penang on 28 August 2015 that
was co-organized by School of Educational Studies, USM, MELTA Seberang
Jaya Chapter and Kolej Vokasional Balik Pulau.
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MELTA Kuching Chapter
The Kuching Chapter was officially established in February 2011 and its
first task was to assist MELTA in organizing the 21st MELTA International
Conference in Kuching, Sarawak held from 7 to 8 June 2012 at FourPoints
by Sheraton Hotel, Kuching. The event was a huge success especially the
overwhelming participation in the Way With Words competition by schools
across Sarawak.
In 2014, the Kuching chapter
was once again, involved
in the organization of the
AsiaTEFL
conference
at
Borneo Convention Centre,
Kuching (BCCK) held from
28 to 30 August 2014. It is
still one of the largest ELTrelated conferences ever held in Borneo. Participants from all over the world
experienced authentic Sarawak hospitality and its colourful culture.

Besides these major events, the Kuching chapter also conducted several
workshops for both teachers and students, particularly on the innovative
approaches in English language teaching.

Some of the activities included a workshop on 21st century learning and
English camp for primary school students.
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MELTA Associates

M

ELTA maintains a close relationship with ELT organizations in the region,
knowing that such relationships will foster greater networking opportunities.
To formalize this relationship, a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) is signed
with these organizations.

The first MOU was signed with PALT (The Philippines Association of Language
Teachers), in 2007. In June 2009, MOUs were exchanged with SLELTA (Sri Lanka
English Language Teachers Association) and KATE (Korea Association of Teachers
of English). In 2011, an MOU was signed with the Bangladesh English Language
Teaching Association (BELTA)
By January 2012, MELTA had signed MOUs with seven ELT associations (The
Philippines Association of Language Teachers, Thai TESOL, LIA-Indonesia, TEFLINIndonesia, Bangladesh English Language Teaching Association, Korean Association
of Teachers of English, and Sri Lanka English Language Teachers Association).

In the May 2012, MELTA Annual Conference held in Kuala Lumpur, JALT (Japan
Association of Language Teachers) signed and exchanged an MOU with MELTA,
making the total number of MOU associates to eight.

By August 2014, MELTA had signed and exchanged MOUs with twelve associations,
the latest additions being HAAL (Hong Kong Association of Applied Linguistics)
and BELTA (Brunei English Language Teachers Association) who exchanged the
MOU with MELTA in the 2013 MELTA Annual Conference in Johor Bharu. Since then,
MELTA has signed MOUs with other organizations such as KOTESOL and ETA-ROC. To
date, MELTA has signed MOUs with 13 organizations and institutions.

The MOU allows the organizations to send representatives to attend the respective
annual conferences with special privileges—conference fee waiver for one
representative and free accommodation for the duration of the conference.
For example, in 2007, Dr. Teh Chee Seng represented MELTA in the 3rd PALT
conference in Manila, while in 2010, two Malaysian teachers, Ms. Monica Loh and
Ms. Shanthi Ramanujam from Sandakan, Sabah represented MELTA at the JACET
International conference in Japan.

Similarly, MELTA sends invitations to and receives representatives from its MOU
Associates at all its annual conferences. MELTA continues to play a significant role
in ASIA TEFL. Current MELTA president Professor Dr. Ganakumaran Subramaniam
is a Vice-President of Asia TEFL. MELTA also has representations in the annual Asia
TEFL conferences. Of significance is that MELTA hosted the 5th Asia TEFL conference
in Kuala Lumpur in May 2007, and the 12th Asia TEFL conference in 2014 in Kuching,
Sarawak.
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MELTA Bureaus

I

n 2008, MELTA made significant changes to its profile and the structure of the committee
to widen its scope and reflect a national professional organization. The MELTA committee
now consists of an Executive council and a Bureau of directors.

Research and Development
The Research and Development Bureau at MELTA aims to initiate and conduct research
that has relevance to current ELT concerns in Malaysia and create a greater awareness of
issues in ELT theory and practice among MELTA members and the public.

Special Interest Groups
The overall aim of the MELTA Special Interest Groups is to provide a platform for
engagement of and access to viewpoints and ideas from Malaysia and around the world
through an easily accessible online forum approach. Discussions in the Online forum
are moderated by SIG Coordinators well-versed in specific areas of English Language
Education. Apart from moderation and administration tasks, SIG Coordinators are also
responsible for encouraging the organization of SIG Seminars amongst popular forum
discussion groups.
Special Projects
The Special Projects Bureau aims to organize theme-based national level special projects
and to support the Malaysian government in implementing and evaluating policies
connected to English language education. These include rural community projects,
National Colloquiums and National Competitions. The bureau also organizes and runs
MELTA’s social responsibility projects which are subsumed under MELTA’s ‘Melt-a-Heart’
endeavours.
Publications
The Publications Bureau aims to disseminate recent work and research by Malaysian and
international experts, ensure continued publication of MELTA’s Annual. MELTA is currently
collaborating with Universiti Sains Malaysia Press for the publication of the ‘MELTA-USM
ELT in South East Asia Series’.
Journals
The Journals Bureau manages the publication of MELTA’s two peer-reviewed journals, The
English Teacher and the Malaysian Journal of ELT Research. Both journals are published
online and accessible for free through MELTA’s website. They are indexed by the Malaysian
Citation Centre, Ministry of Higher Education and since November 2015, The English
Teacher has been included in Thomson Reuters’ Emerging Sources Citation Index.
Chapters
The MELTA Chapters Bureau administers activities in different parts of the country so
that MELTA members can meet and carry out activities according to their own local needs,
thus ensuring the dissemination of current and state-of-the-art knowledge and expertise.

Technologies
The Technologies Bureau aims to promote ELT at all levels, to provide the latest online
information and news regarding ELT in Malaysia and to provide references relating to
technology matters in the ELT world.
Training
The Training Bureau administers a range of top quality training programmes to Malaysian
educators, learners and the corporate sector. Custom-based programmes are also designed
to meet the various needs of clients. The committee also collaboratively conducts training
with other professional bodies.
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MELTA English Language and
Education Consultancy
Scope and Type of Consultancy
Organization Background

Niche Consultancy Areas

The Malaysian English Language Teaching Association, more popularly
known as MELTA is a professional non-profit organization formed in 1982.
MELTA is deeply committed to representing all Malaysian English language
educators, contributing towards their continuous professional development
in line with national goals and aspirations. MELTA is run completely by
Malaysians professionally involved in the teaching of English language and
education in the English language.

MELTA has a sound research-driven knowledge base on language education
in Malaysia and the important role of English in education advancements.
MELTA’s strength lies in its in-depth understanding about education in
Malaysia at all levels. The organization is well-networked and respected
nationally and internationally. In Malaysia, MELTA serves at advisory level
committees for the Ministry of Education.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Programme and project assessment and reporting
Product and service assessment and reporting
Programme development
Product and service development
Project management
Training and personnel assessment

MELTA Education Consultancy can undertake the following specific areas of
engagement:
1
Develop and lead training sessions and interactive workshops.
2
Introduce and incorporate adult learning theory and instructional
design for all types of training.
3
Design and/or utilise measurement/assessment tools to evaluate the
effectiveness of learning solutions provided.
4
Identify goals and opportunities based on an understanding of the
client’s needs.
5
Document findings in writing.
6
Contribute to the development and enhancement of policies, practices,
training, support materials and strategies.
7
Track and review activities and outcomes.
8
Conduct clinical and/or quality assurance investigations based on preset or custom designed protocols or standards.
9
Act as intermediary/support for clients in bid processes, assessments,
etc.
10 Engage in individual and collective assessment delivery and achievement
targets.
11 Provide counselling and resources to assist clients in overcoming
barriers.
12 Prepare reports as required by client.
13 Review and assess client’s needs for training.
14 Undertake stakeholder and learning needs analysis and assessments.
15 Establish partnerships and opportunities with education providers.
16 Provide onsite and web-based demonstrations, training and workshops
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MELTA Journals and Publications
Journals

M

ELTA publishes two peer-reviewed journals, The English Teacher and
the Malaysian Journal of ELT Research. Of the two, The English Teacher
was first published as a bulletin in 1971. Later, in 1986, the first issue of
The English Teacher journal was published. This possibly makes The English
Teacher Malaysia’s oldest ELT publication.
MELTA’s second journal publication is the Malaysian Journal of ELT Research
(MaJER). This is a much newer publication that advances knowledge of
scientific inquiry in English language teaching and learning.

Both The English Teacher and MaJER are referred online journals indexed
by the Malaysian Citation Centre, Ministry of Higher Education Malaysia.
MELTA provides free access to current and past issues of both journals,
making them important resources for academicians, researchers, teacher
educators and graduate students involved in research and the dissemination
of knowledge in the field.

Since November 2015, The English Teacher has been included in Thomson
Reuters’ Emerging Sources Citation Index.
Publications

The MELTA Publications Bureau is involved in developing content and
materials for publications. MELTA has, in the past, published the quarterly
newsletter, MELTA Matters and also the highly successful MELTA-Sasbadi
ELT series. MELTA Matters has since evolved over the years and is now the
MELTA Annual. MELTA has also continued to establish new partnerships
for publications. It is currently collaborating with Universiti Sains Malaysia
Press for the publication of the ‘MELTA-USM ELT in South East Asia Series’.
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The MELTA Malachi Edwin Creative Teacher
Showcase and the MELTA Creative Student
Teacher Showcase
Introduction
There are several factors that make MELTA conferences unique in Malaysia
and internationally. The most important is the fact that MELTA conferences
are centred around English language teachers. MELTA sees teachers as
not just recipients of knowledge at conferences, but also as generators of
knowledge.
To encourage pre-school, primary and secondary school teachers, as well as
pre-service teachers to join MELTA conferences as presenters, the organizers
have introduced two special presentation categories, namely, the MELTA
Malachi Edwin Creative Teacher Showcase and the MELTA Creative Student
Teacher Showcase.
The MELTA Malachi Edwin Creative Teacher Showcase
The MELTA Creative Teacher Showcase was first introduced as a conference
event at the 18th MELTA International Conference in 2009. It was later
renamed the MELTA Malachi Edwin Creative Teacher Showcase in 2013 in
honour of MELTA’s past President, Professor Dr Malachi Edwin Vethamani.
In this presentation, teachers showcase teaching innovations and/or teaching
simulations of effective methods and practices. At the end of the conference,
gold, silver and bronze winners are named for each category. Prizes include
cash, a certificate of recognition and complimentary membership with
MELTA.

Participation in the MELTA Malachi Edwin Creative Teacher Showcase is
open to both Malaysian and international delegates. However, only Malaysian
teachers are eligible for the gold, silver and bronze prizes.
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Year

Gold

Silver

Bronze

2009

Jen Renita Mappah
Open University Malaysia

Rani K. Mariappan SMK Batu
Pahat Convent, Johor

2010

Nor Fadzleen Sa’son
SMK Tasek Utara, Johor

Lim Seng Leong
SMK Bukut Jambul, Penang

Rubiah binti Mat Som
SMK Kuala Krau, Pahang

Noorjahan binti Sultan
SK Indera Mahkota Utama,
Kuantan

Yap Yoke Chin SMK Hwa Lian,
Temerloh

2001

Mahiran Mohd Noor
SMK Kompleks Gong Badak Kuala
Terengganu

Zakiah bt. Jaafar
MRSM Kota Bahru

Hyginus Lester Junior Lee
SMK Mutiara

2012

Maryati bt Athan
Sk Muhammad Saman

Denny Phang Kong Khee SJK
Chung Hua Tondong

Belinda Ng May Lee
SMK Taman Medan

2013

Nor Fadleen Sa’don SMK Tasek
Utara, Johor

Sawaran Jit Kaur Kolej Datu Tuanku No winner
Haji Bujang, Miri

Tan Shiew Hiong
SK Pujut Corner, Miri

Zaminah Azaman
Kolej Datu Tuanku Haji Bujang, Miri

Siti Shakilah Nirmala bt Abdullah
SK Sri Tangkak, Johor
Arumugam a/l Gopal @ Rjau, SMK
Taman Selesa Jaya, Skudai Johor

2014

Tan Lee Nguang Jabatan
Pendidikan Negeri Sarawak

Noorjahan bt Sultan
SK Indera Mahkota Utama,
Pahang

No winner

2015

Nazira bt Roslee, SK Putrajaya
Presing 9(1)

No winner

Adila bt Abd Azis and
Haliza bt Mahmud Kamaruddin
SK Balai Besar, Dungun, Terengganu
Teresa Engel ak Peter Tiwet and
Lis Elizabeth ak Francis Bohui
SK Mejar Jeneral Dato Ibrahim,
Kuching

The MELTA Creative Student Teacher Showcase
The MELTA Creative Student Teacher Showcase was introduced in 2014 at
the 23rd MELTA International Conference, encouraged by the successful
organization of the MELTA Creative Teacher Showcase at past conferences.
In this category, student teachers highlight their successes at teaching
innovations and/or teaching simulations of effective methods and practices.
Participation in the MELTA Creative Student Teacher Showcase is also open
to both Malaysian and international delegates who are currently pursuing a
teaching qualification in English Language Education. However, again, only
Malaysian student teachers are eligible for the gold, silver and bronze prizes.
All presenters will receive a certificate of participation.
Year

Gold

Silver

Bronze

2014

Agnes Lee Zhi Hui

Er, Pei TIng
Cak Nong Aitin,
Muhammad Zahin
Safwin Subri

Kristie Jacqueline Lau Ing Chee
Caroline Tham Yie Tiing

Suresh Lim Keng Leong
IPG Kampus Bahasa
Antarabangsa

Jong Yik Meng, Joan Lim Ker Shin
IPG Kampus Bahasa Antarabangsa

2015
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The Basil Wijasuriya Best Teacher Presentation Award
Year

Winners

2003

Nirmala Ramakrishnan

2004

Pung Tze Ching @ Joanna

2005

Anita Johanna Rajkumar Samuel

2006

Marcus Raja @Markus Gatuman

2008

Zanurin Mohamed Safar
Liaw Meng Lai
Harbans Kaur

2009

Rahmah Hj Sayuti

2010

Hyginus Lester Junior Lee
Parameswary Chelliah
Wong Woei Ling

2011

Puteri Azirah bt. Abd Aziz

2012 Kuala Lumpur

Gold
Shantini S. Karalasingam (SMK Bandar Baru
Sg. Buloh)
Silver
Rahmah Hj Sayuti (SM Sains Sembrong)
Bronze
Nor Fadzleen bte Sa’don (SMK Tasek Utara)

2012 Kuching

Gold
Chang Yee Shee (SMK Kota Marudu)
Silver
Ng Sing Yii (SMK Green Road)
Bronze
Sally Wong Leng King (SMK Saint Joseph)

2014 Kuching

Gold
Ng Sing Yii (SMK Green Road, Kuching)
Silver
Shanthi Krishnan (SMK St Michael, Ipoh)
Bronze
Sheela Faizura Nik Fauzi (SMK Sebauh, Bintulu)

2015 Kuala Lunpur

Gold
Pia Munusamy, Universiti Teknologi Johor
Silver
Malliga Perumal, SMK Dato’ Shahardin
Bronze
Cynthia C. James, SK Gudon, Kota Kinabalu
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The English Teacher
A journal of the Malaysian English Language Teaching Association
ISSN: 0128-7727
Frequency: Three issues a year since 2013

Chief Editor:
TAN, Kok Eng

meltaengteacher@
yahoo.com

The English Teacher

promotes effective English
language teaching and
learning. This is a refereed
journal published online
three times a year and
indexed by the Malaysian
Citation Centre
(http://www.mycite.my)
Authors are invited to
submit articles that provide
practical techniques and
strategies for ELT, identify
effective classroom-tested
instructional techniques
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and/or provide descriptions
of procedures that can be
implemented in classrooms.
Articles may also focus on
insights and understanding
about ELT research and
its application to the
classroom.
Visit
http://www.melta.org.my to
read the latest and back
issues of The English
Teacher, and for information
on how to submit papers.
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MELTA Special Interest Group (SIG)
The MELTA Special Interest Group was first established in 2014 and to data
have created two SIGs:

Teacher Development for Beginning English Teachers (TEDBET) that caters
exclusively for early career English language teachers in Malaysia ((those
who have taught for less than 10 years).
21st Century Language Learning (21 CELL) which seeks to engage ELT
professionals in a dynamic, collaborative and inclusive process to promote
core values and beliefs in 21st century pedagogy that is informed by current
research-based best practices. The eventual target of this group is to promote
21st century practices in school culture, curriculum, instruction, and
assessment.
Month
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Project/Location

Description

21 March 2015

Camp-House for Innovative Organized a language camp for
Language Development /
underprivileged children to learn
CHILD 1.0 @ Selangor
English in a fun learning environment.

1-3 June 2015

MELTA International
Conference 2015 @ Royale
Chulan Hotel

Conducted a workshop on Language
Camp at the conference and set up a
TEDBET booth to showcase TEDBET
activities.

27 June 2015

21st Century Language
Learning Seminar @
University of Nottingham,
KLTC

The seminar discussed mainly the
concept of 21st Century best ELT
practices in Malaysian schools. It also
served as a brainstorming session for
the setting up of the 21CELL SIG.

11 July 2015

WEBINAR 1.0: 21st
Hosted a webinar using the Google
Century Best ELT Practices Talk platform with the topic of 21st
Century ELT practices, where two of
our members shared their knowledge
and ideas.

25 April 2015

MELTA National
Colloquium on English
Language Quality and
Standards @ Palace of
Golden Horses

11-12
September 2015

Camp-House for Innovative Conducted a language Camp for
Language Development/
Form Four students from five schools
CHILD 2.0 @ Pasir
in the Pasir Gudang district, Johor.
Gudang, Johor

19 December
2015

MELTA Special Interest
Group (MESIG) ELT
Summit 2015 @ University
of Nottingham, Selangor

Assisted the main organising
committee in various capacities such
as in registration and documentation.

Organised a national-level summit for
Malaysian English language teachers
to touch base with 21st Century ELT
pedagogy.
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MELTA Special Interest Group
(MESIG) ELT Summit
Highlights of the ELT SUMMIT 2015@ University of Nottingham, Selangor, 19 December 2015.
Theme: English Language Teaching in the 21st Century: Bridging Practice with Realities
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TEDBET: Beyond the Great Walls of the Classroom
Warid Bin Mihat

T

EDBET is a Special Interest Group for beginning ELT teachers in
Malaysia, set up under MELTA. To date we have more than 500 active
members on Facebook and this number is steadily increasing. Apart from
establishing networks with teachers from other schools, it serves to further
expand beginning teachers’ professionalism and also serves as a platform
for idea-sharing. Our signature CHILD programme opens opportunities for
beginner teachers all around Malaysia to experience teaching different age
of groups. For those who were unable to attend our CHILD programme, our
TEDBET WEBINAR offers interesting practical sharing sessions, delivered
by well-known figures in the field. But this is not all there is to TEDBET.
In 2015, TEDBET further expanded its wings to jointly organize a conference
with another of MELTA’ s SIGs. It was a sweet success for all those involved.
What started as a small group of beginning teachers has now become a
battalion of teachers who go beyond the walls of their classrooms in serving
this beloved country that we all call Malaysia. To those who have contributed
to TEDBET we say “thank you”. And to those who are about to join us, we
hope that TEDBET will become an addiction, so let’s rock it together!
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Showcasing Creativity in English Language
Classrooms

MELTA’s 25th International Conference on English Language
Teaching offers teachers the opportunity to showcase their
innovations

A

great deal continues to be said about the teaching of English in Malaysia,
and the focus has often been on the ability of teachers to encourage
students to learn and use the language in a variety of contexts. For this,
teachers cannot simply rely on textbooks. Instead, they must experiment
with novel approaches and innovate as they deal with challenges that are
unique to the Malaysian English Language classroom.
In order to promote knowledge sharing among English Language teachers,
the Malaysian English Language Teaching Association (MELTA) introduced a
special presentation category in 2009 called the Creative Teacher Showcase.
It was later renamed the Malachi Edwin Creative Teacher Showcase in 2013
in honour of MELTA’s past President, Professor Malachi Edwin Vethamani.
In this presentation, English Language teachers
showcase teaching innovations or teaching simulations
of effective methods and practices. At the end of
the conference, gold, silver and bronze winners are
named. Prizes include cash, a certificate of recognition
and complimentary membership with MELTA.

Participation in the Malachi Edwin Creative Teacher
Showcase is open to both Malaysian and international
delegates. However, only Malaysian teachers are
eligible for the gold, silver and bronze prizes.

This year, the 25th MELTA International Conference is
hosted by the state of Perak, represented by KPerak.
The conference will be in Ipoh, Perak, from 30 May to
1 June 2016. MELTA is honoured to have KPerak as
the main partner for its 25th Silver Jubilee Conference.
The Malaysian English Language Teaching Association
(MELTA) is a voluntary, not-for-profit professional
organization which was officially formed in 1982.
Its stated constitutional aim is to promote English
language teaching.
Incorporated on 13 November 2006, KPerak INC
Corporation (KPerak) is an entity limited by guarantee
by the Perak State Government. KPerak is a promoter
and state-linked company for the development of ICT
and knowledge-driven activities in the state.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
The Malaysian English Language Teaching Association’s
National Colloquium on Quality and Standards in English
Language Education in Malaysia was successfully conducted
on April 25th 2015. The colloquium was aimed at conducting
a stakeholder based assessment on critical issues, status and
needs pertaining to the achievement of national targets that
have been set as markers of English language quality and
standards. The colloquium saw participation of over 100 key
stakeholders from schools, universities, government agencies,
the private sector, the industry and teaching NGOs.

This report highlights the key findings of a short study
conducted as part of the colloquium, to obtain the perspectives
of stakeholders on key issues, status and needs to advance
the quality and standards of English Language Education in
Malaysia.
2.0

QUALITY AND STANDARDS IN ENGLISH
LANGUAGE EDUCATION (ELE) IN MALAYSIA:
A BRIEF BACKGROUND
The Ministry of Education in its National Education Blueprint
2013 – 2025 and recent national policy documents and
statements have high aspirations for the improvement of
the quality and standards of English language education in
Malaysia. These include:
(a) At the pre-school level, the learning target is for students
to use English in daily life in line with its status as the
second language
(b) At primary school, the learning target is that after three
years of schooling, every child will achieve 100% basic
literacy in English language and for every Malaysian
child have, at minimum, operational proficiency in
English by the end of schooling.
(c) At secondary school, the learning target is that by the
end of Form 5, 70% of students will score a minimum
of a Credit in SPM English (against Cambridge 1119
standards). Importantly, in 2016, the English language
SPM paper will become a compulsory pass subject to
obtain a SPM certificate.
(d) At the primary and secondary level, to use the
1Bestarinet to enhance English language teaching and
learning provisions.
(e) At teaching and teacher training level, every English
language teacher will have a proficiency standard of
Band C1 on the Common European Framework for
Reference for Languages (CEFR).
(f)
At the curriculum level, the aspiration is to establish
English Language standards for students from preschool to Form Six, Matriculation and Teacher Training
Institutions.
(g) At the pre-university level, the learning target is to have
learners with a high level of competence in English for
Academic Purposes
(h) At the vocational and technical level, the learning target
is to have learners with a high level of competence
in English for Specific Purposes and Workplace
Communication
(i)
At the university level, the learning target is to have
learners with a high level of competence in English for
Academic Purposes and Professional Communications.
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The Blueprint also provides critical insights into the some of
the issues that challenge the quality and standard of English
language education in Malaysia. Amongst these are, that:
(a)
the operational proficiency in English is low with an
average of only around 28% of students achieving
a minimum credit in the SPM English paper against
Cambridge 1119 standards. Under the Cambridge
grading scale, 50% of Form 5 students failed to achieve
minimum standards. Under the Malaysian grading scale,
approximately 20% of students were deemed to have
failed.
(b)
lower student performance in English language appears
to be driven by low proficiency among English language
teachers. A significant number of Malaysian English
teachers do not have the minimum English standards
required to teach the language.
(c)
there is a lack of trained English teachers teaching the
subject.
(d)
the contact hours for the learning of English is below the
international benchmark.
(e)
In PISA 2012, Malaysia remained in the bottom third of
countries with more than 50% of 15-year old students
not meeting minimum international standards.
(f)
In SPM English, only 23% Bumiputera, 42% Chinese,
and 35% Indian students score at a level equivalent to
a Cambridge 1119 credit or above (all results based on
the 2010 SPM examination).
(g)
the Ministry of Education has conducted a large-scale
assessment of the English language proficiency of
61,000 teachers, trainees and lecturers. 14,000 teachers
were identified for upskilling.
(h)
employers cite low English language proficiency
among graduates as amongst the main causes for nonemployability.
3.0 STAKEHOLDER SURVEY AND ROUNDTABLE
DISCUSSION FINDINGS
The stakeholder survey and roundtable discussion were
conducted against the backdrop of the Ministry of Education’s
National Education Blueprint 2013 – 2025, and the present
quality and standards in which English language Education in
Malaysia has been developed.
3.1 Participants
Participation in this colloquium was by invitation. MELTA will
identify and invite key people who can provide critical input for
each of the education levels. The invitees will include teachers,
academic consultants, representatives of NGOs working in the
field, Ministry of Education and government representatives
working in the field, corporate and industry representatives in
the field and the press.
3.2 The Survey
A 5-point Likert scale (1 - Strongly Disagree to 5 - Strongly
Agree) 16 statement stakeholder survey was conducted to
gauge perspectives on the quality and standards of ELE in
Malaysia. Of the 100 surveys sent out during the colloquium,
65 (28 male, 37 female) were fully completed and returned,
indicating a 65% response rate. Stakeholders were of the
following categories:
(a) Pre-School (3.1%)
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(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)

Primary (10.8%)
Secondary (24.6%)
Pre-University (6.2%)
Polytechnic (1.5%)
University (24.6%)
Ministry of Education (6.2%)
Government Agencies (1.5%)
Corporate Sector (7.7%)
NGOs (13.8%)

3.3 SURVEY FINDINGS
Prior to the actual analysis, a reliability analysis was first
conducted using the SPSS software. An alpha score of 0.83 was
obtained, indicating high reliability. The findings of the survey
are as listed below:
(a) 72.3% agree that they are aware of all the key priorities
set for English Language in the Education Blueprint
2013-2025
(b) 55.4% disagree that the current group of Malaysian
English Language Teachers are capable of improving
quality and standards in the language
(c) 95.4% will actively contribute to efforts to implement
the blueprint initiatives
(d) 66.2% think that the compulsory pass in the SPM
English language paper by 2016 is premature
(e) 61.5% believe that the key priorities set for English
Language in the Education Blueprint 2013-2025 will
bring about positive changes to the quality of English
Language Education in Malaysia
(f)
55.4% think that the Blueprint offers systemic/ holistic
policies and programmes to improve English language
Quality and standards
(g) 63.1% feel that there are little opportunities for them to
voice their concerns for English Language Education
(h) 63.1% feel that there are little opportunities for them to
voice their concerns for English Language Education
(i)
67.7% disagree that stakeholder proposals on how to
address English language development has been given
serious consideration by policy makers
(j)
63.1% agree that they are aware of the manner in which
the key priorities will be implemented over the 20132025 period
(k) 50.8% agree that English Language Education goals
set in the Education Blueprint 2013-2025 are realistic,
while 53.9% think it is not achievable
(l)
86.2% will strongly advocate the Blueprint initiatives
to all stakeholders in their professional category, while
81.5% are currently supporting a Blueprint initiative to
enhance English language quality and standards
(m) 53.9% have knowledge of all the key English language
programmes implemented as part of the Blueprint
initiative in their professional category

The survey findings suggest that Malaysian ELE stakeholders
are generally aware of and will support the ELE initiatives
recommended in the Education Blueprint 2013-2025.
Interestingly though, findings suggest that the respondents
feel that the projections put forth in the Blueprint are not
achievable. There is also a major concern of the capability of
the present pool of ELE teachers to improve the quality and
standards of ELE in Malaysia. The compulsory pass in English
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is also deemed to be premature. There are also suggestions for
greater stakeholder engagement on the ELE initiatives, as well
as for the provision of opportunities to voice concerns for ELE.
These preliminary findings provide an insight into the current
state of ELE in Malaysia, as perceived by its key stakeholders.

3.4 THE ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION
The round table sessions were conducted to explore
stakeholders’ perspectives on two key areas, namely:
(a) Identifying Issues, Needs, Status and Progress of English
Language Initiatives as stipulated in the 2013-2025
Malaysia Education Blueprint
(b) Proposals for the way forward

The methodology of conducting the roundtable is as described
below:
(a) Participants were grouped into 10 groups, within
the following categories: Pre-School and Primary,
Secondary, Pre-University, University, Teacher Training
and Policy
(b) The lead moderator conducted a short briefing to
explain to participants the objectives and format of the
round table sessions.
(c) The first round table session consisted of participants
answering 2 critical questions, within a time frame of
an hour and a half, to the issue Identifying Issues, Needs,
Status and Progress of English Language Initiatives
as stipulated in the 2013-2025 Malaysia Education
Blueprint.
(d) The second round table session consisted of participants
answering 1 critical question, within a time frame of
an hour and a half, to the issue Proposals for the way
forward.
(e) Following the briefing, a moderator and 2 scribes were
appointed within each group, to facilitate and record
key issues brought up during the round table session.
(f)
Time management reminders were posed by the
lead moderator to participants, every 30 minutes, 15
minutes and 5 minutes to the end of the discussion for
each session.
(g) Following the end of both sessions, a representative
from each group was invited to share the outcome of the
discussion within the groups with all participants of the
colloquium.
Note: Division of participants by category is as listed in Appendix
A

The findings of the round table discussions were qualitatively
analysed using thematic analysis. 17 themes were derived as
a result of the analysis. These themes and its accompanying
issues are as listed in the table below.
1.

The need for leaders who listen to the feedback
of the teachers and students who are impacted by
the implemented policies
(a) Policies are made by politicians, who are not
educators.
(b) However, they are the leaders who are in control
of the decision-making regarding the policies that
would be implemented in the education system.
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(c)

(d)

(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

2.

3.

One of the issues raised during the roundtable
discussion: the Ministry is not aware of the impact
of the implementation of different policies, and
the challenges this can pose to the teachers and
students who are in the system.
Another issue raised during the roundtable
discussion: the Ministry is not actively listening
to the voice of the teachers regarding their needs
and the needs of the students, and the decisionmaking process is most often a one-way, topdown process; therefore, there is a disconnect
between the Ministry and the people involved in
the system.
The issue was also raised that teachers and
students are not provided with the support
that they need to face these changes in the
implementation of policies.
The teaching and learning targets that have been
set for the teachers and the students are often
unrealistic and unattainable.
Therefore, there is a need for the leaders to
provide avenues and listen to the feedback
provided by the teachers and students who are
participating in the system.
Additionally, local providers should be
encouraged and relied upon for the creation of
a better educational system rather than aid from
foreign supporters.

The importance of feedback from all the
stakeholders involved in the education system
(a) One of the issues raised during the discussion was
the lack of improvement in student performance
despite the implementation of programmes for
teachers.
(b) Literacy programmes, such as LINUS and OPS
English, have been implemented for improving
student performance.
(c) However, the successful implementation of
such literacy programmes would depend on the
feedback that the policy makers receive from the
teachers and students.

The need for an English education system that is
consistent and continuous in its progression
(a) While the Ministry understands the need to
improve the English education system in Malaysia,
they have hatched plans and implemented
policies without following up on them.
(b) It has also been raised that the Ministry are too
focused on introducing new concepts without
considering how these new concepts could
impact on the consistency of the overall education
system.
(c) The introduction of these new concepts often
has a negative impact on the teachers and the
students in the system, resulting in a backlash
that undermine the quality of teaching and
learning rather than improve it.
(d) The English teaching syllabus are also often
focused on British English; however, a wealth
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(e)

(f)
(g)

4.

5.

6.

of the material that students are exposed to are
a mix of British English and American English,
which confuses them.
A huge gap in the required level of English literacy
competency has been identified, especially for
students moving from secondary education to
tertiary studies, and students are unable to cope
with this.
Therefore, it has been suggested that should new
concepts be introduced, they should be allowed
to develop and mature before another new idea
is implemented in the system.
There is also a critical need to address the
inconsistency in the types of English taught in
the system as compared to the materials that
students are exposed to and the gap in level of
English literacy competency required of students.

The need for cohesion in the English education
system
(a) The curriculum, pedagogy and assessments in the
education system are not cohesively structured.
(b) There is an incompatibility between the teaching
objectives and the education system as a whole.
(c) The assessment objectives are also incompatible
with the curriculum; therefore, students, such
as the vocational students, often perform poorly
during critical English examinations, which
impact on their future opportunities.

The need for standardized examinations with clear
guidelines and good support in the implementation
process
(a) One of the issues raised was the lack of a
systematic approach in the development of test
instruments.
(b) There is also a mismatch between the instruments
used in the administration of examinations,
which are often paper-based, and the tools used
for teaching and learning in and outside the
classroom, which include the use of computers.
(c) The participants of the discussion were also
particularly concerned that newly implemented
examination formats often had no clear
timeframe, and the examination syllabus were
often published too late for teachers to properly
prepare their students.
(d) Examinations also often have particular
requirements that students have to meet to pass
the examinations, but no clear guidelines are
provided to the teachers on how they can guide
the students to do so, such as the criteria for 119,
“Compulsory Pass for English in SPM in 2016”
and administration of PT3.
The need for English education system that is
less “academic” and exam-oriented, and more
communicative
(a) While holistic education has been discussed, it
was agreed during the discussions that the focus
of English language teaching ultimately remained
on the outcome of assessments.
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8.

9.

(b) The curriculum is more focused on the content
that is taught rather than in improving on the
language proficiency level of the student.
(c) Additionally, the curriculum that is academic and
assessment oriented does not adequately equip
students with the necessary communicative
skills in the English language that is required in
the working industry.
(d) Therefore, despite having achieved academic
qualifications at multiple levels, such as SPM,
STPM, Bachelors, Masters and PhD, students
still have a low communicative competency in
English.

English as the key to better career opportunities
(a) Students lack the necessary English competency
levels that employers are looking for in industries,
and are restricted to fields that require only a
minimal level of competency in English.
(b) Suggestions have been made to include
components that would enable students to learn
and use English in a more practical way that
would provide better career opportunities for
them, such as presentations.

The need to raise an awareness regarding the
teaching and learning of the English language
(a) There is a need to raise an awareness of the
importance of the English language without
politicizing the mother tongue.
(b) There is a need for a larger scale awareness to
create access to the importance of the English
language.
(c) There is a need for more people to raise the
issue in developing a better educational system
desired by the people; a multi-vocal perspective.

The importance of English Literature
(a) Literature was identified as a critically important
component of the English language education
system as it encourages critical thinking in the
students.
(b) Therefore, there was concern expressed over
the removal of literature as a subject from the
education system.
(c) Even though literature is being taught in schools,
it is being taught as a component that has been
integrated into the English language subject, and
the benefits of literature are not fully realized.
(d) The quality of the literary texts assigned to
the students do not aid in the improvement of
literacy.
(e) Literature texts should include varying levels and
be synchronized to the level set by the Education
blueprint.
(f)
To allow for a better quality selection of texts,
various stakeholders should be allowed to
participate in the selection of the literature texts.
(g) English teachers are also ill-equipped to teach
literature.
(h) Students are required to follow “model answers”;
therefore, students not encourage to creatively
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explore the literature texts, but are restricted by
these “correct” model answers.

The need for a supportive teaching and learning
environment for teachers
(a) One of the issues raised was that the school
environment was unsupportive of teachers.
(b) Teachers lack the structural support they require
for their development as teachers, such as the
structural support for teachers undertaking
CPT/APTIS.
(c) There is also a lack in competent and capable
teacher educationists; to fill the gap, something
similar to NPQEL or AKEPT could be considered.
(d) Additionally, the processing of results for teacher
exams, such as APTIS, should be quickened as
this has an impact on the teachers’ careers.
(e) It was mentioned that teachers were given preservice teacher training and that British Council
provides upskilling programmes for teachers,
the contents of which are translated into their
classroom teaching.
(f)
However, this has not improved the English
standards in schools.
(g) Teachers are also given insufficient training in
teaching the English language, and there are only
a limited number of teachers who are capable of
teaching in English.
(h) No proper induction/training is also given at
higher divisions, especially for teachers who are
employed in administrative departments.
(i)
Although teachers are given teaching aids, not all
teachers have access to such resources.
(j)
Teacher trainees are often assigned to teach
English even when it is not what they have applied
for; therefore, this has resulted in a mismatch in
their actual capabilities and their roles as English
teachers.
(k) State education departments should deploy
teachers according to their options and where
they are needed.
(l)
Lecturers in universities are often not required to
be trained in teaching techniques and proficient
in their English language.
(m) A structured system of programmes should be
organized for teachers and lecturers to allow
them the chance of gaining more practical
experience in teaching.
(n) It was also brought to light that teachers are often
not given incentives or rewards for improving
their English.
(o) Teachers should be encouraged to continue
their professional development and more
opportunities should be provided for teachers,
such as courses on emotional intelligence and the
latest teaching techniques and methodologies.
(p) Teachers was also said to have very little support
from parents; parents should be empowered
to provide support and to be involved in the
development of students.
(q) While programmes, like 1BestariNet, have
been implemented to create more cohesion
5/20/16 3:17 PM
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(r)

(s)

(t)

(u)

11.

12.

13.

between students, parents and teachers, these
programmes have not been successful.
The number of contact hours that the teachers
are allowed for the teaching of English is also
minimal; therefore, it has been suggested that
there be an increase in the contact hours of
English language teaching which would allow
teachers to better prepare the students.
It is especially important that students be given
as much exposure to the language as possible in
their classroom contact hours because there has
been a shift in the language of instruction from
English to Bahasa Malaysia.
Additionally, teachers are often assigned a wide
array of roles and responsibilities aside from
teaching; there is a need to have a clear cut
comprehension on each sector or department
regarding their job specifications.
The clerical and administrative responsibilities
of teachers should be reduced to allow teachers
to focus on their main responsibility, which is to
teach.

The need for a learning environment that caters to
the learning needs and capabilities of students
(a) Students are often not grouped according to their
English language levels and capabilities.
(b) Students from vernacular schools grapple with
several languages, and this can impact on their
English language learning.
(c) Students should be streamed according to their
needs and capabilities, which would allow for a
more focused and effective teaching.
(d) The class size of students should also be reduced,
and in classes that have a large number of
students, teacher assistants should be appointed
to aid in the teaching.

The importance of having a learning environment
that encourages freedom of expression and
creativity in the English language, and that
exposes students to the English language
(a) The learning environment of the English language
is not conducive in encouraging students to
practice and explore the language.
(b) It was also brought to light that there was a
lack of creativity and innovation in classroom
teaching and learning; the classroom teaching
and environment do not allow for creativity and
innovation in the learning process of students.
(c) Additionally, has been suggested that every
district should have a government-sponsored
English school; public schools should be turned
into English-mediated schools.
The importance of autonomous learning
(a) Students are used to the instructional method of
“spoon-feeding” and are not autonomous in their
learning, and this has impacted on their English
language learning process.
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The importance of the teachers’ attitude,
motivation and confidence towards the teaching
of English
(a) One of the most important aspects of the teaching
and learning of English is the attitudes of the
teachers towards teaching and learning.
(b) Teachers today are products of the system
(c) As an example, an exam-oriented English
education system also creates teachers who are
also exam-oriented.
(d) Teachers also have low levels of motivation in
speaking English and lack the confidence to use
English while teaching; they often use their first
language when teaching in the classroom.
The importance of the students’ attitude,
motivation and confidence towards the learning
of English
(a) The students’ attitudes towards the learning of
the English language play an integral role in their
learning process. Students in rural areas often
lack the motivation to learn English because they
do not see the need for the English language in
their lives; they lack incentives to learn English.
The need for passion in English language teaching
and learning
(a) Teachers are not passionate about their role as
English teachers.
(b) “Bring back the passion and compassion in
teaching.”
(c) “Education system does not teach students to
love the language.”

The need for awareness regarding the Malaysia
Education Blueprint
(a) Awareness of the Malaysia Education Blueprint
and its contents should be raised amongst the
general public.
(b) It was suggested that MELTA organize a seminar
to explain the Malaysia Education Blueprint.

4.0 CONCLUSION
In summary, the findings of this Colloquium suggest that
Malaysian ELE stakeholders are generally aware of and will
support the ELE initiatives recommended in the Education
Blueprint 2013-2025. Interestingly though, the findings
suggest that the projections put forth in the Blueprint are not
achievable. There is also a major concern of the capability of
the present pool of ELE teachers to improve the quality and
standards of ELE in Malaysia. The compulsory pass in English
is also deemed to be premature. There are also suggestions for
greater stakeholder engagement on the ELE initiatives, as well
as for the provision of opportunities to voice concerns for ELE.
These findings provide a critical insight into the current state
of ELE in Malaysia, as perceived by its key stakeholders, and
must thus be looked into urgently to ensure the sustainability
of the ELE in Malaysia.
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APPENDIX A: THE STAKEHOLDER SURVEY

Malaysian English Language Teaching Association (MELTA) National Colloquium 2015:
Quality and Standards in English Language Education in Malaysia:
A Stakeholder Assessment of Issues, Status and Needs
STAKEHOLDER SURVEY
Dear Colloquium Participant,
Thank you for participating in MELTA’s National Colloquium 2015. We hope you can spare 10 minutes of your time today to
answer this short survey on your honest perceptions of the status of English Language Education in the National Education
Blueprint 2013-2025. Your views will be instrumental in shaping the future of English Language Education in Malaysia. Your
responses will be treated with strictest confidence.
There are two sections in this survey. Please answer ALL sections.

Section A: Background Information
1. Gender
Male

1

Female

2

2. Participant Experience/Professional Category
Pre-School

1

Primary School

2

Secondary School

3

Pre-University

4

Polytechnic

5

University

6

GLC

7

Ministry

8

Government Agency

9

Corporate Sector

10

Other (Please State)

11 ___________________________________________________

3. Years of experience in the field of education
More than 20 years

1

10-19 years

2

5-9 years

3

Less than 5 years

4

Not from the field of education

5
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Section B: English Language in the Education Blueprint 2013-2025
Please CIRCLE your response to ALL the following questions.
No

Item

Strongly
Disagree
(1)

Disagree

Agree

(2)

(3)

Strongly
Agree
(4)

1

I am aware of all the key priorities set for English Language in the
Education Blueprint 2013-2025.

1

2

3

4

2

I fully understand the manner in which these key priorities will be
implemented over the 2013-2025 period.

1

2

3

4

3

I know all the key English language programmes implemented as
part of the Blueprint initiative in the professional category in which
I am involved.

1

2

3

4

Stakeholder proposals on how to address English language
development has been given serious consideration by policy
makers.

1

2

3

4

There needs to be more engagement sessions held by MOE or
MOE agencies to help stakeholders understand the key priorities
set for English Language in the Education Blueprint 2013-2025.

1

2

3

4

6

The English Language Education goals set in the Education
Blueprint 2013-2025 are realistic.

1

2

3

4

7

The English Language Education goals set in the Education
Blueprint 2013-2025 are achievable.

1

2

3

4

8

There are many opportunities for me to voice my concerns for
English Language Education.

1

2

3

4

9

The Blueprint offers systemic/ holistic policies and programmes
to improve English language Quality and standards.

1

2

3

4

10

The Blueprint offers systematic policies and programmes to
improve English language Quality and standards.

1

2

3

4

11

The key priorities set for English Language in the Education
Blueprint 2013-2025 will bring about positive changes to the
quality of English Language Education in Malaysia.

1

2

3

4

12

The compulsory pass in the SPM English language paper by 2016
is premature.

1

2

3

4

13

The current group of Malaysian English Language Teachers are
capable of improving quality and standards in the language.

1

2

3

4

14

As a stakeholder, I will actively contribute to efforts to implement
the blueprint initiatives.

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

4

5

15

I am currently supporting a Blueprint initiative to enhance English
language quality and standards.

16

I will strongly advocate the Blueprint initiatives to all stakeholders
in my professional category.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION

© Malaysian English Language Teaching Association 2015
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MAJER

The Malaysian Journal of ELT Research



ISSN: 1511-8002
Frequency: Two issues a year

Chief Editor:
Stefanie Pillai



MaJER aims to
advance
knowledge of and
to develop
expertise in critical
and scientific
inquiry in English
language teaching
and learning.



Authors are invited
to submit articles
that focus on new
theoretical
perspectives,
syntheses of
research,
discussions of
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methodological
issues and scholarly
analyses of issues
in ELT. Articles may
also include
debates on a
variety of
perspectives, policy
and theories,
investigations of
alternative modes
of research in ELT,
examination of
trends in ELT and
the advancement
of knowledge and
understanding of
effective English

language teaching
and learning.



Visit http://
www.melta.org.my
to read the latest
and back issues of
MaJER, and for
information on how
to submit papers to
MAJER.
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MELT-A-HEART — MELTA
Conference with a Heart
‘MELT-A-HEART’ has been a part of MELTA’s tradition in extending its altruistic
services to benefit community beyond language teachers. The CSR project is a
testimony of MELTA commitment towards raising literacy in primary school
pupils in Malaysia. This book donation drive is an ongoing initiative that has
become a unique feature of MELTA international conference.

Since 2009, MELT-A-HEART has been conducted annually in conjunction with
MELTA international conference. Each year, ‘MELT-A-HEART’ makes an active
call to the conference delegates, exhibitors, and guests as well as companies
and corporations to contribute new books (non-workbook type) or cash
during the conference. All the contributions will then go to disadvantaged
and needy charitable homes and/or schools. To date, ‘MELT-A-HEART’ has
benefitted more than 30 schools across different states in Malaysia.

MELT-A-HEART is a MELTA CSR project. It aims to enhance reading literacy
among children in the rural areas. Books and educational materials were
collected and donated to the following schools:
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Year/State

School

2009
Johore

S.K. Pusat Air Tawar, Mersing, S.J.K. (C) Kelapa Sawit,
Kulai, and S.J.K. (T) Jalan Stesen Paloh, Kluang.

2010
Pahang, Sarawak, Sabah

S.K. Cherating, Kuantan, S.J.K. (C) Panching, Kuantan,
and S.J.K. (T) Ladang Edensor, Mentakab
S.K. Gita No.2, Kuching, S.K. Bario, Sarawak, S.M.
Bario, Sarawak, S.K. Long Lamei, Sarawak
S.K. Pulau Larapan, Sabah.

2011
Terengganu

S.K. Teluk Kalong, Kemaman, S.K. Kompleks
Seberang Takir, Kuala Terengganu, and S.K. (C) Sin
Chone, Dungun.

2012
Kuala Lumpur, Selangor,
Negeri Sembilan, Sarawak

S.K. (1) Taman Selayang, K.L.
S.J.K. (T) Kuang, Rawang, S.J.K. (C) Chap Khuan,
Batu Arang, S.J.K. (C) Pui Ying, Klang,
S.J.K. (T) Tun Sambanthan, Pajam
S.K. Muhibbah, Kuching, S.K. Pesang Begu, Padawan,
S.K. Kampung Baru, Samarahan, and S.K. St. Teresa,
Kuching.

2013
Johore

S.J.K.(T) Gelang Patah, Johor Bahru, S.J.K.(C) Chien
Bee, Kluang, and S.K. Kota Masai, Pasir Gudang.

2014
Sarawak

S.K. Ba Kelalan, S.K. Sarasot, Bau, S.K. Jagoi, Bau,
S.K. Dato Mohd Musa, Koya Samarahan, and S.K. St.
Bernard Kampung Sadir, Ulu Padawan.

2015
Kelantan, Selangor, Pahang

SK Kampung Karangan, Kelantan, SJKT Ladang Bute,
Sepang,
SJKC Khee Chee, Temerloh

In 2016, ‘MELT-A-HEART’ aims to collect more books for schools throughout
Malaysia. So come join us ‘MELT-A-HEART’! Bring along and drop off your
contribution(s) as you register for the conference.

Corporate Social Responsibility—‘MELT-A-HEART’

‘MELT-A-HEART’ is a meaningful way for companies and corporations to fulfil
your commitment towards corporate social responsibility.

‘MELT-A-HEART’ is your golden opportunity to be part of the global business
community active in community services. ‘MELT-A-HEART’ increases
and strengthens your relationship with stakeholders, such as investors,
customers, vendors, suppliers, employees, communities and governments.
Most importantly, ‘MELT-A-HEART’ ensures your contributions reach those
in need directly.

Companies contributing more than RM10,000 will get special mention during
the conference.
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The Voices of MELTA Juniors
MELT-A-HEART in my eyes is the
way MELTA spreads knowledge
to the four corners of the world.
I try my very best to donate
books to MELT-A-HEART every
year and to assist in managing
the booth at the annual MELTA
conference.

My sister and I joined MELT-AHEART programme for the first
time in 2014 at the MELTAAsiaTEFL conference held
in Kuching, Sarawak. It was
amazing at how quick we were
accepted by the MELTA juniors,
whom we worked closely with,
and the rest of the MELTA
family. We were at the 2015
MELTA International Conference
in Kuala Lumpur and it was an
awesome and heart-warming
experience to be part of this
organization that strived to
make charity a great success.
Through our involvement in
the programme, we fostered
meaningful friendships with the
MELTA juniors.
Ashwaty Ashley & Ashwini
Ashley

Daryl Darshan Santhanasamy

MELT-A-HEART is truly from the
heart. It is one of the most
satisfying MELTA CSR
contributions to the schools
which are in need of books for
the students to gain knowledge.
Seeing the smiles on the faces of
students receiving the books
makes us want to do more for
them. It is truly an enriching and
satisfying experience to be able
to make a small difference to the
children.
Elee & Adelynn

MELT-A-HEART is really a great project
because it helps students in need. I
have been volunteering at Melt-A-Heart
for almost five years. It gives us the
opportunity to communicate better with
strangers as we promote our cause and
gained some marketing experience along
the way. It can’t get any better!
Goh Kenjie

I have been helping out at MELT-A-HEART ever since it started which was in 2008.
That was eight years back. Throughout those eight years, I have learned and gained
so much from MELT-A-HEART. However, what’s most important is the fact that we
learn to get the participants, presenters and even the committee members as well
as the volunteers to donate and then channel the books that we collected to the
children who need them the most. This is ensured as each selected school would
send a representative to collect the books. Each year MELTA is able to channel the
books to several schools in rural areas or underfunded schools which are unable
to afford quality books in English for their students through this special MELT-AHEART project. These eight years have been rewarding and heartwarming to see
pictures of the children receiving the books and reading the books happily. This is
extremely heart warming and this special project by MELTA truly deserves the title
MELT -A-HEART as by donating the books you get to melt a child’s heart. MELT-AHEART rocks
Khrisyhniven and Shriniven

MELT-A-HEART has enriched me with an
amazing experience, which has enabled me
to gain wonderful memories and good friends.
It melts my heart to be able to be a part of it.
MELT-A-HEART helps bring the window of the
world through books to needy children to help
inculcate the reading habit.
Joanna Darshini Richards
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MELTA — Way With Words
Competition
MELTA Way With Words (WWW) is a language-based competition aiming
to help students improve their spelling, expand their vocabulary, learn
concepts and develop correct English usage. In 2011, a new model of WWW
was developed and launched, enhancing WWW by infusing fun and creativity
in the competition.

The MELTA Way With Words competition continues to be organized in two
categories, i.e. Upper Primary (10-12 years old) and Lower Secondary (1315 years old).

The WWW was held at the 2015 24th MELTA International Conference 2015,
The Royal Chulan Hotel, Kuala Lumpur.
Category

Winners

1st Prize: S.K. Jalan 3, Bandar Baru Bangi
Upper Primary (Age: 10-12 years)

2nd Prize: S.K. Jalan 3, Bandar Baru Bangi
3rd Prize: S.K. Jalan 3, Bandar Baru Bangi
1st Prize: SMK Victoria

Lower Secondary (Age: 12-15 years)

2nd Prize: SMK Raja Mahadi
3rd Prize: SMK Raja Mahadi

Sponsors for the competition prizes were Expomal Sdn. Bhd. (cash prizes)
and University Book Store (book prizes).
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MELTA Special Project 2016:
MELTA-on-YouTube
Dr. Lee King Siong
The special project to kick off in 2016 will appeal to all members of the
English language teaching profession in all kinds of establishments, as well
as to teacher trainees, and language education majors. You would either
welcome a new source of home-grown practical and nifty tips on how to
teach particular aspects of language use, OR you would rub your hands in
glee at a new fun opportunity to put your creativity to good use, benefiting
your teaching and learning community, and in the process, getting a shot at
fame on YouTube!

YouTube is a popular visual and engaging search engine —the second
largest, in fact, and is the fastest growing video sharing website in the world.
While there are currently many videos on language teaching and learning,
including many made by Malaysians for Malaysians, MELTA-on- YouTube
aims to offer tried and tested tips and strategies by those in the profession ,
hence ensuring as far as possible that the recommended practices are based
on sound and contemporary theories.
The pilot run for this project will proceed in the form of a competition. Anyone
in the ELT profession, as well as teacher trainees, or university language
education majors, are welcome to submit their videos. At the moment, the
specific conditions for entries are still being considered in consultation
with professional video producers, but generally, these guidelines apply:

• the competition is open to all Malaysian citizens who are MELTA
members;
• the video submitted should be declared by the entrant as his/her/their
original work;
• it should elucidate/demonstrate a way of teaching/learning an aspect of
English;
• it should specify its target learners, i.e. pre-school, primary, secondary,
adult learners;
• the basis of the teaching point must be theoretically sound;
• the presentation must be engaging and have creative merit;
• it can use animation or human actors:
• the entire video should last no longer than 3 minutes. Further details
(more specific rules, dates, etc.) of the first MELTA-on-YouTube
competition will be posted on the MELTA website www.melta.org.my or
the MELTA facebook page https://www.facebook.com/meltamalaysia/
as soon as they have been approved by the MELTA Exco (likely before end
of July 2016). Each video submission will be judged for its suitability to
be posted on MELTA-on-YouTube and the top three entries will win not
only prizes, but also something priceless for their creators—fame!
Meanwhile, spread the news to your colleagues and your teacher trainees
and language education majors, and get your creative juices flowing! There’s
no rule against getting an early start!
Good luck, start dreaming and working on becoming the new MELTA-onYouTube sensations!
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 Reflections on and Aspirations for MELTA
 MELTA Marches on in the 21st Century
 Revisiting Malaysia’s ELT Landscape of 1971
 MELTA in the News
 Delivering MELTA to the Grassroots: CHILD
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Coaching from the Macro Level — AN SISC + Journey in
Coaching and Mentoring
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Reflections on and Aspirations for MELTA
Dr. Basil Wijasuriya

I

f the pioneers who set up SELTA were to come into contact with MELTA
today, they would probably not be able to recognize it as the offspring of
SELTA; not because MELTA has deviated from the aims and aspirations of
SELTA, but because MELTA has grown far beyond them.
The focus of the pioneers was the teaching and learning of English. At its core
MELTA still adheres to the same aims and objectives:

• To promote the teaching and learning of English in Malaysia.
• To contribute towards the advancement of standards in English language
education.
• To organize seminars, courses, lectures and other appropriate activities
that promote the continuous professional development of Malaysian
teachers.
• To encourage and provide avenues for publications pertaining to English
language education.

However, over and above these, MELTA today:
• Provides forums for the discussion of issues in English language education
through conferences and colloquiums.
• Encourages research and development in English language education
and related fields through the annual MELTA International Research
Conferences in English Language Education (MIRCELE) and the associated
competitions for best research project by Lecturers, Ph.D candidates,
Masters candidates and undergraduates and teacher trainees.
• Represents English language educators in meetings and forums that
deliberate on policies, curricula, syllabi, examinations, classroom practice
issues, and any other forums that focus on English language education.
• Provides national and international professional networking avenues
to the Malaysian English language education community through its
conferences as well as its links with international ELT organizations.
• Organises CSR projects such as ‘Melt-A-Heart’ for the benefit of children
in rural schools and charitable homes.
• Engages school children in a meaningful educational experience through
its ‘Way-With-Words’ competitions.
Yes, MELTA has developed far beyond the dreams of the pioneers; but what
of the future? What more can MELTA aspire to or has it reached its pinnacle
and can only coast on from now onwards?

I believe that MELTA can achieve much more, especially as a consultant
body on issues pertaining to policy and implementation of policy regarding
English language education. However, for this to happen there must be belief
and trust on the part of the powers that be; belief that MELTA encompasses
home-grown expertise that is equal to or even superior to what can be
sourced from overseas; and belief that MELTA has no hidden agenda and that
when it speaks, it only has the interests of the nation and the betterment of
English language education at heart.
We live in hope.
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MELTA Marches on in the 21st Century
Professor Dr Malachi Edwin Vethamani

T

his year marks 34-year old MELTA’s 25th international conference.
From a state-level organization to a national body, MELTA has grown to
be recognized as an important professional body which has made inroads
all over Malaysia and has a broad international network. This is quite an
achievement for an organization administered mainly by volunteers with
one or two paid office staff.

Since the first MELTA international conference, it has never missed a single
year even during the year of the SARS epidemic. The conference has grown
in many ways. The venues now change and a wider range of participants
and presenters take part in the conference. There are now more activities
that are carried out during the course of the conference providing various
platforms for teacher trainees, students, both under-graduate and postgraduate, teachers and academics to present and share their ideas; besides
the regular paper presentations and workshops.

More corporations now contribute by supporting MELTA’s activities while
the collaboration with the Malaysian Ministry of Education continues at a
number of levels. MELTA’s presence in various national debates on current
issues that affect English language education in Malaysia is crucial and
welcomed.
MELTA now has a presence online and this makes it possible to connect
to a wide range of teachers. There is also a research focus which gives an
additional dimension to the organization. It is valuable that findings from
various research activities are made available through its own publications
and the local mass media.

Every MELTA committee has been forward thinking and this has helped the
organization to not only be relevant to the teachers but also lead them to
look ahead and prepare students for what is expected in the future. We have
also brought in young teachers and academics from different backgrounds to
ensure the continued growth of the organization.
As I look back, I can only be happy to see so much growth and diversity in
MELTA activities that support teachers’ professional development. We must
continue in this trend to remain meaningful and useful to the country.
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Revisiting Malaysia’s ELT Landscape of 1971
Associate Professor Dr. Ramesh Nair

I

n 1971, the first volume of The English Teacher was published as a bulletin by the Selangor
English Language Teaching Association (SELTA). SELTA would later be renamed ELTA In
1979 and MELTA in 1982. Today, The English Teacher is one of two journals published by
MELTA and is undoubtedly the oldest Malaysian English Language Teaching publication
that has been in regular print since 1971. It is therefore a rich database for practitioners
and researchers alike.

As we look to the future and focus on what needs to be done to improve the standard
of English in the country, I would like to take a moment to look back at discourse about
English Language Teaching in Malaysia in 1971 as presented in the first volume of The
English Teacher. I believe an important part of looking ahead to the future is revisiting the
past because the past is an excellent teacher. It tells us of the choices we have made and
how those choices have shaped our state of being.
There were two messages from the early patrons of MELTA in the inaugural volume and
I reproduce excerpts from these messages here as I believe they succinctly capture the
shared sentiment about English Language Education in the country then.
The first message in the bulletin was from Tuan Haji Hamdan bin Sheikh Tahir. He would
later be known as Tun Hamdan Sheikh Tahir, the 6th Yang Dipertua Negeri of Penang. In
his message, he cautioned:
“As Bahasa Malaysia becomes the main medium of instruction in our schools,
the task of maintaining standards in English has given rise to some genuine
concerns. Such concern is not born of nostalgia but of objective reasoning.
Many countries that are not as fortunate as Malaysia are taking great pains
to learn English because of its position as an international language in almost
every area of human interaction. It would be a pity if we fail to maintain our
existing standards.

Because of our heritage we are often complimented on our command of
English. If we are going to make effective use of all the unlimited wealth of
science and literature books locked up in our libraries, we must endeavour to
maintain the existing high standards in this subject, and devise other means to
cater for the changing status of English. Complacency or neglect in this matter
will work to our detriment.”

Reading this message, I can’t help but think of how far we have fallen. In 1971, we were
talking about maintaining high standards that we already possessed, not striving to
achieve them. We knew we had the edge over other countries, but today we lament about
where we are in comparison to our neighbours. We were already aware that complacency
would spell disaster, yet we allowed complacency to set in.
On the launch of The English Teacher, Tun Hamdan remarked:

“All information gained, whether by researchers or classroom teachers should
be pooled and disseminated as widely as possible so that all involved in the
teaching of this subject will benefit. Hence the birth of The English Teacher is
most opportune.”

This call to Malaysian English language teachers highlights the important role that they
play in the dissemination of knowledge. It reminds us that teachers possess rich tacit
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knowledge that in part makes them true professionals. However, sadly much of the
discourse today focuses on inept Malaysian English language teachers in need of help.
From a nation ‘often complimented on our command of English’ because of our heritage,
we have now convinced ourselves that help needs to come from the outside. Where are
the capable Malaysian English language teachers and why have they been pushed to the
periphery in much of mainstream conversations? Wouldn’t they be in the best position to
address the variety of classroom challenges today that are uniquely Malaysian?

Reading the first volume of The English Teacher, I found myself drawn in by the writings of
the teacher contributors and I take a moment to recognize them here. Marion Cho of The
Convent, Klang, shared some practical tips for the teaching of pronunciation. Ruth Suppiah
of Sekolah Rendah Jenis Kebangsaan Inggeris, Petaling Jaya reflected on ways to help
primary school students improve their oral skills while J. Yugaraj of Sekolah Menengah
Jenis Kebangsaan Inggeris, Kepong, discussed the use of flash cards for teaching reading.
Finally, S.M Ponniah at the School of Pre-University Studies, MARA Institute of Technology,
reported on what was possibly one of the earliest papers on the challenges faced by
students transitioning from Malay medium schools into a higher learning institution
where English was the medium of instruction. In his paper, he emphasised the need for a
full year intensive course in English, the need for qualified teachers, remedial classes and
yes, even the importance of ‘technology-enabled’ classrooms.
In a separate message, MELTA’s other patron, Professor Lloyd Fernando wrote:
“There is much work to be done; and there is a great need that all teachers
of English in Malaysia should know in detail—and regularly—what work is
being done. This will help them decide where they can participate best. The
preparation of text books, the special problems of rural schools, the training
of teachers, devising and testing new syllabuses and teaching methods—these
are some of the areas needing urgent attention. Continuing investigations in
these and other fields, recorded stage by stage in the pages of The English
Teacher, will be a stimulus to all in maintaining and even raising further the
standards we have long been proud of.”

Since November 2015,
The English Teacher has
been included in Thomson
Reuters’ Emerging Sources
Citation Index.

Lloyd Fernando’s message is evidence that we are grappling with the same issues today
that we were trying to resolve five decades ago. Concerns about quality textbooks, the
teaching of English in rural schools, the quality of pre-service English teacher education
and issues related to syllabuses and teaching methods continue to occupy us. This is not
necessarily bad as I do not think we should reach a point when we are content and feel
we can rest on our laurels. We need to strive to continually improve standards. However,
having said that, I believe we need to examine what we have been doing over the last five
decades and bravely identify and acknowledge what we have been doing wrong. If we
were aware that teacher education merited attention in the 1970s, we must ask ourselves
why English language teachers of today are being labelled ‘unfit’.

In the editorial of this first volume, the Chairman of SELTA, J.J. Augustin, described The
English Teacher as ‘a publication which could serve the interests of the English teachers of
this country’. He outlined the primary aim of The English Teacher, which remains the same
today–to be ‘a channel through which practical ideas should flow freely between teachers
so that our individual experiences will contribute to better teaching techniques, improve
our own performance as teachers and ultimately benefit the pupils we teach’.
The English Teacher continues to grow from strength to strength and is always looking
for quality contributions from the likes of the Malaysian English Language teachers who
published their works in 1971. Since November 2015, The English Teacher has been
included in Thomson Reuters’ Emerging Sources Citation Index.
The author gratefully acknowledges Dr Basil Wijasuriya for his review of this article.
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MELTA in the NEWS
Associate Professor Dr. Cynthia Yolanda Doss

M

ELTA’s dedication and contribution through the years in the teaching
and learning of English have been invaluable to the nation. One cannot
remember when MELTA wasn’t there to voice concerns and give suggestions
to help empower teachers and improve English language teaching and
learning. MELTA has supported, encouraged, inspired and organized events,
workshops and conferences to help raise the standard of English among the
teachers and students in Malaysia. Here are but a few of the times that bear
testimony to the relentless efforts of MELTA to promote high quality English
language education in Malaysia.
Competency in Oracy a Must – June 2004, The STAR
Oracy should be viewed as an important criteria for teacher selection

Urgent Need to Improve Listening and Speaking Skills –
June 2001, The Star
The pressing need to improve listening and speaking skills among students
was discussed at great lengths at the MELTA conference.
Reaching Out – March 2005, The Star
To reach as many teachers as possible MELTA sponsored 10 English Language
teachers with disabilities to its biennial International conference

Need to promote Literature – Nov 2004, The Star
Concerned about the future of English literature in Schools, MELTA brought
together policy makers and implementers, curriculum developers, teaching
associations and groups, English language officers and teachers, publishers
and principals to discuss and promote the teaching of literature in English.

To Change or not to Change – December 2007, NST
To help make an informed decision, MELTA organized a National Colloquium
on the teaching of Maths and Science in English. MELTA felt that what we
often hear are from the politicians, it is the people who are involved in
education that need to speak up.

MELTA: Change Teaching Approach First in Schools first –
September 2013, Sunday Star
Increasing contact hours of English alone will not help students to be
proficient in the language. What needs to be changed is the approach towards
the teaching of English in Schools.
MELTA: Give Them More Time – 2013, The Star
MELTA feels that students and teachers need more time to prepare for a
compulsory pass in English.
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Quality Education, the Focus – Sept 2014, Star Education
MELTA stated that an effective learning and teaching system goes beyond
academic achievements alone.

Review English Language Teaching methods – December 2014, The Star
MELTA suggested that the authorities need to do a serious review of the
English language teaching system that is being used. A comprehensive
research with students needs to be carried out asking why students are
having difficulty learning English.
Good English starts in School – September 2014, The Star
Schools should be responsible for ensuring students meet a minimum
standard of English proficiency.

Improvements in English - Star Online August 2015
MELTA suggested that there should be a ‘systematic and structured
continuous professional development programme’ for teachers who have
been trained as well as those already deemed competent in the language.

As you can see, through the years MELTA has always been brave and
sincere in its endeavours to highlight, suggest and share their expertise for
English language education in Malaysia. MELTA has provided a platform
for teachers all over the country to have an opportunity to participate and
share knowledge of ELT practices with other professionals from within and
outside the country. MELTA, you have helped and guided us along the way
and we are so glad that you are around. Today, it would seem that Malaysia
needs you more and more in the coming years.
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For further reading about MELTA, click on the website links below:
2009
http://news.asiaone.com/News/Education/Story/A1Story20090709-153774.html
http://sarawakcb.com/special-programmes/anak-sarawak-appreciation-award/

http://malaysiadigest.blogspot.my/2009/11/dr-mohd-puad-zarkashis-idiotic-comment.html
http://voicesofgerakan.blogspot.my/2009_08_01_archive.html

http://www.wou.edu.my/news-events-1/2016/2/24/roundtable-discussion-on-teaching-science-andmathematics-in-english
2011
http://www.thestar.com.my/story/?file=%2f2011%2f10%2f3%2fnation%2f9619786&sec=nation
http://www.dailyexpress.com.my/news.cfm?NewsID=79311

http://www.thestar.com.my/story/?file=%2f2011%2f4%2f10%2feducation%2f8437472&sec=education
2012
http://pr.bonology.com/2012/09/crisps-of-week-7-13-sept.html

http://www.thestar.com.my/story/?file=%2F2012%2F1%2F8%2Feducation%2F10193552

http://www.theborneopost.com/2012/06/03/labuan-teacher-wins-award-for-innovative-teaching-tool/
http://gtp.pemandu.gov.my/gtp/Media_Coverage-@-Making_our_schools_good_again.aspx

http://www.thestar.com.my/news/nation/2012/09/12/melta-using-literature-to-teach-english-is-notnew/

2013
http://www.thestar.com.my/news/nation/2013/09/08/melta-change-teaching-approach-in-schoolsfirst/
http://forum.daffodilvarsity.edu.bd/index.php?topic=16513.0

2014
http://www.thestar.com.my/news/nation/2014/01/23/melta-more-needs-to-be-done-despite-positivefindings/
http://www.thestar.com.my/news/education/2014/10/19/spellingit-right/

http://www.thestar.com.my/news/nation/2014/08/29/the-star-awarded-for-english-efforts/

http://www.theborneopost.com/2014/08/29/world-now-looks-up-to-quality-human-capital-rajanazhatul/
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2015
http://www.barubian.net/2015/03/baru-bian-students-not-ready-for.html

http://www.thestar.com.my/news/education/2015/08/02/beneath-the-surface/

http://www.themalaymailonline.com/malaysia/article/compulsory-pass-for-english-in-spm-postponed
http://www.thestar.com.my/news/education/2015/08/23/decision-on-hold/
http://www.teo-education.com/teo/?cat=114&paged=5

http://www.thestar.com.my/news/nation/2015/03/30/english-level-in-malaysia-not-that-high-yet-sayteachers/
http://www.thestar.com.my/news/education/2015/08/23/from-proposal-to-postponement/

http://www.malaysiandigest.com/frontpage/282-main-tile/558056-how-can-we-reverse-over-40-yearsof-conflicting-education-policies-on-the-use-of-english-in-government-schools.html
http://www.gsmenewsnetwork.com/asia-and-africa-land-of-opportunities-for-smes/itemlist/tag/
Prof%20Dr%20Ganakumaran%20Subramaniam
http://www.thestar.com.my/news/nation/2015/08/20/more-time-for-form-5-students-compulsorypass-for-english-and-practical-science-in-spm-exam-put-on-h/
http://www.thestar.com.my/story/?file=/2012/6/21/nation/11510373&sec=nation

http://m.thestar.com.my/story.aspx?hl=Right+approach+to+improve+English&sec=metro&id=%7B4596
77F6-AA95-4903-A04D-B8C818079A1D%7D
2016
http://www.thestar.com.my/news/nation/2016/03/26/english-classes-for-15000-teachers-training-forthose-illequipped-to-teach-subject/
http://perakbn.my/2016/03/02032016-melta-beri-peluang-guru-di-luar-bandar-sertai-persidangan-ke25-professor-dr-ganakumaran-subramaniam/
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MELTA Delivering to the Grassroots: CHILD
Thurairaja Sunmokasudram
When it comes to the grassroots of education, it all starts with
beginning teachers and when it is about developing the nation’s
language competencies, it always starts with the young learners.

M

ELTA, through one of its SIGs (Special Interest Group), Teacher
Development for Beginning English Teachers (TEDBET), has been
hitting multiple goals to reach the foundations of English language education
in Malaysia. Firstly, it has laid out a platform that caters exclusively for the
development of beginning teachers of English in Malaysia. Secondly, via these
beginning teachers, it has reached out to young learners around Malaysia by
organizing various educational programmes.

NIE Project completed – a boy showing off his ‘tweet’

CHILD 1.0 reported in Rhe Star

CAMP-HOUSE for INNOVATIVE LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT (C.H.I.L.D.)
Following the principles of teaching and learning in a fun, active and engaging
environment, CHILD, a flagship event of TEDBET, subscribes strongly to
the idea of incorporating language games in a camp-like environment. The
activities carried out by early career English language teachers from all
around Malaysia aim to enhance language skills and components, develop
awareness for talents, interest and values among young learners and build a
good and healthy social block of friendship. Besides, these language games
are designed for students to engage in activities by utilizing the Higher-Order
Thinking Skills (HOTS).

Artful presentatios by the chipper and energetic participants and facilitators during talent show practice in Selangor

Specially Tailored
A unique feature of CHILD is that the content for the language activities
conducted is specifically designed by TEDBET in consultation with teachers
from various backgrounds from all over Malaysia and the experts in
MELTA to meet specific needs and requirements of schools and students.
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Moreover, CHILD, which is conducted by educators of various background
and experience promise an in-depth and excellent camp that will never be
forgotten by the participants.

Creative writing and presentation by the Form 4 students in Johor

The Outcomes
As a result of the high level communicative and competitive skills throughout
the program, participating schools have reported that their students feel less
afraid to use English to reach daily goals and produce more in-depth creative
thinking. The cooperative learning environment also induces participatory
attitudes among students. Besides reducing learner anxiety and increasing
motivation on oral capacity, CHILD has also focused on writing-reading skills
for the needs of high-flying schools and received splendid reviews of student
improvement.

CHILD 1.0, 2.0 and more
MELTA’s first CHILD was born in Selangor (CHILD 1.0) as a community
outreach project where the early career teachers organised a language camp
and at the same time provided an avenue for underprivileged refugee children
from Myanmar, Sri Lanka and other third world countries. More than 40
English teachers from around Malaysia came together to facilitate about 100
refugee kids between the ages of 12-18. Subsequently, another CHILD was
produced at Johor (CHILD 2.0) for a high-flying school with academic aims.
There, about 30 beginning English teachers came in to facilitate 160 Form 4
students in a 2-day camp. CHILD 3.0 & 4.0 are currently being planned to be
conducted in Negeri Sembilan & Perak respectively.

The CHILD crew at Selangor and Johor

About TEDBET
Teacher Development for Beginning English Teachers (TEDBET) is an
exclusive SIG of MELTA that aims to support the beginning educators in
Malaysia in various aspects of teaching and learning besides providing
professional development. It is also a platform to connect fellow beginning
EL teachers throughout the nation. Currently the group has more than 300
members from all corners of the nation connected through social networking.
Besides CHILD, it has also co-organised a professional ELT Summit with
UNMC, hosted webinars and many more activities.

For further details about TEDBET or CHILD, contact Mr. S.Thurairaja
(thurai_4042@yahoo.com), Dr. Sivabala Naidu (sivabala27@gmail.com) or
visit the TEDBET FB page.
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Lessons Beyond the Classroom —
An Inspiration For Every Learner
P. Malliga Perumal

T

he recent implementation of the ‘21st Century Teaching and Learning’
has brought about confusion among Malaysian teachers. This is largely
due to the fact that the teachers were not exposed to what is really wanted of
them in terms of setting the classroom, the pedagogical aspects as well as the
methodological techniques. We often hear today how important it is to help
learners develop ‘creativity’ and ‘critical thinking’ in order to optimize their
learning techniques in the classroom. The teachers’ role is at ‘stake’ here as
they are unsure of their ‘take off point’ as well as the ‘teaching point’ due to
the lack of awareness on their role in creating a learner-centred classroom
rather than exam-oriented teaching which is very common in schools. Hence,
teachers must employ different methods and techniques to change the ideas
and attitudes of the students towards the learning of English.

Teachers play the
key role now in the
implementation of various
activities in and outside of
the classroom.

The concept of 21st Century Teaching and Learning has successfully brought
significant motivational and behavioral changes in those students who once
disliked English and played truant during English lessons. Some students
have either given up school or English because they ‘hate English’. Teachers
play the key role now in the implementation of various activities in and
outside of the classroom. One cannot deny the fact that, the ways the teachers
implement their lessons can give impact on the students’ performance based
on the motivational factors driven in them. In the 21st Century Teaching and
Learning strategies and techniques, classroom management and confidence
building seem to be the most important factors in creating, encouraging and
cultivating more critical and creative learners. The main aim is to inspire
students to become learners for life and not to be monotonous or stereotype.
Thus, it is very important for teachers to employ highly effective, innovative
and different teaching techniques in the classroom to instill learning.
The joy of learning should not be stressful, painful or even tedious which
seems to be the main reasons for students to ‘reject’ English. Learning
English in the Malaysian context should be made fun so that students learn
without stress and learning English becomes a ‘JOY’ thus producing lifelong learners. Teachers are encouraged to be ‘learners’ too and not be so
attached to the ‘chalk, talk and board’ method when students have travelled
far into the era of globalization. The teachers mind set should change and
the first step is to be more prepared before even stepping into the classroom.
Teachers must be respected and not feared for all the knowledge they part in
producing good citizens apart from intellectuals.

As teachers, it is important to create a conducive classroom environment for
the students to feel at ease when they come to school to acquire knowledge.
A well-balanced, conducive and interactive classroom will surely build
a rapport not only among the students but between the students and the
teachers too. In order to meet the demand of the 21st Century Teaching and
Learning and at the same time motivating the students to learn, the teacher
can create ‘My school, my home’ concept. This will then create a sense of
belonging and responsibility among the students.
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Here are some of the activities and materials that teachers can do in the
classroom to create the ‘love’ to learn and to make a difference as a teacher
no matter how small the difference is.

Organization chart to assign roles

Individual reward chart for all subjects

Punch card to check on students
attendance

OPEM corner – Lesson objective
corner (Sudut Objektif Pembelajaran)

Group reward chart

EXIT Chart – for new vocabulary learnt

The use of flip board for presentations

Idioms – displayed with meanings

Shoe rack to place footwear

Examples in schools

Idioms and its meanings
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Practising 21st Century Pedagogy in EL
Lesson Development — Coaching from the
Macro Level: An SISC+ Journey in Coaching
and Mentoring
Chandrakala V. Raman
21st Century pedagogy in a classroom in the context of the English Language
(EL) curriculum should be an experience of optimum learning through
regulated teaching practices.

In past years, the teaching of English has been to generations of students
who read printed materials in English. The real challenge of EL teaching and
learning (TL) began when this reading public started to diminish in number,
slowly and then drastically, with the advent and the distractions of smart
technologies. What used to be, stimulating students’ minds with a mere
word or phrase on the blackboard for them to write essays has now become
a set of multiple words and phrases on the whiteboard accompanied by more
words orally presented by the teacher, before the students’ minds begin to
stir.

The outcome of this is the changed role of the teacher in the classroom.
Today, the teaching of English is accompanied by scaffolds generated by
the teacher to ensure students understand. Hence, quite a common scene
in the classroom would be approaches adopted and practiced by teachers
to establish scaffolds or learning supports for students who are technosavvy but suffer from language inadequacy. These scaffolds manifest in high
teacher talk-time, high teacher-dependency, structured responses and even
rote learning approaches with their associated twins, passive learning and
minimal think-time space, have limited the optimum learning potential of
students.
21st Century pedagogy,
which has its focus on the
student, is a culmination
of various strategic
approaches to effective
teaching and learning
coming together.

21st Century pedagogy, which has its focus on the student, is a culmination
of various strategic approaches to effective teaching and learning coming
together. Cooperative learning, collaborative teaching and learning, multiple
intelligences, graphic organizers, mind maps, i-THINK maps and a range of
audio-visual and Internet technologies are now viewed more as a boon then
a bane, a necessity, for teachers planning and staging EL lessons. A further
development, of equal importance, is that teacher-evaluation is based on the
achievement of marks and scores – a performance index that includes scores
for teacher competency in practising 21st Century pedagogy in lessons.
The core agenda of a School Improvement Specialist Coach Plus (SISC+) of
English Language for secondary schools is to provide in-class support, a
coaching of sorts within the context of the Teacher Teaching Tool (TCT) and
Teacher Development Plan (TDP) instruments. The coaching and mentoring
ranges from the micro level of coaching, that is, the writing of Learning
Objectives to the macro level of the harnessing of all resources (materials
and teaching and learning approaches) through a continuum of support –
that is – from quiet observation, to lesson and material planning and to active
co-teaching and demonstration. The greatest challenge here is in imbuing
teachers with the meta-cognitive capacity and competency of recognising
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and acting upon underlying fundamental principles of pedagogy such as
‘continuity’, ‘developmental’, ‘sequential’ ‘connectivity’ and ‘cumulative’ to
be incorporated into the planning and staging of their lessons as represented
by the teachers instructional language use, material preparation, activity
planning and adoption, adaptation or creation of strategic teaching and
learning approaches.
The coaching of EL teachers also hinges upon all that is current and
contemporary—happenings in educational developments, educational
policies and programmes. It is now seen that EL teachers need to be trained
in 21st Century pedagogy through coaching and mentoring.

For the past year as an SISC+, my approach to coaching and mentoring
teachers to practice and infuse aspects and elements of 21st Century
pedagogy into their teaching has been strongly linked to the TCT evaluation
instrument, that is, teachers’ development and achievement of each of the 5
aspects (Plan, Delivery, Assessment, Review and Reflection), and within each,
the 12 elements, namely, Learning Objective, Lesson Plan, Activity Based
Learning, Communication, Students’ Participation, Students’ Behaviour,
Visual Aids, Content, Oral Assessment, Written Assessment, Summary and
Lesson’s Reflection.
In reviewing my mentee teachers’ performance in an individualised summary
sheet, of the lessons they had staged, although there was progressive
achievement), teachers practicing and infusing elements of 21st Century
pedagogy in their lessons was apparently very slow and I had to do repetitive
coaching, item by item within the TCT context. This review prompted me to
recognise that perhaps a reverse coaching approach from macro to micro
may have a greater impact on teachers in infusing the elements of 21st
Century pedagogy in the planning and staging of their daily lessons.

Thus with this idea of ‘macro to micro’, I wrote out ‘story-board’ situations of
lesson development for each teaching area namely, Reading Comprehension,
the Literature Component – Novels and Poems, Note-Expansion/Directed
Writing and Summary Writing. Each story-board described Teacher actions
and I infused elements of 21st Century pedagogy within the framework of a
sequential developmental approach to both content and skills. The following
(Figure 1), is the list of 21st Century pedagogical elements that I used in
writing out the storyboards of teacher actions in lesson development for
the above mentioned teaching areas. Some of the student-centred activities
such as Recall-Response Sit and Think-Expand Sit are ‘locally’ created names
of activities that some teachers have been practicing as routine classroom
acts, student-centred too.
Figure 1: List of 21st century teaching elements
Student-Centred

Teacher-Facilitator

Teacher-Teaching

Think-Pair Share

Think-Group Share

Stay-Stray

Gallery-Walk

Mind-Maps

Active Learning

Graphic Organisers

Multiple Intelligences

I-Think Maps

Student-Teacher Interaction

Student-Student Interaction

Student-T Aids Interaction

Student Text Interaction

Learner Empowered Learning

Teaching Aids

Optimum Learning

Thin-Space Time

Rotating Review

Think Pair/Group Check Time Hots/Lots
Reminders/Checks
Recall-Response Sit
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The following is a sample of the storyboard of teacher actions in lesson
development (Figure 2) that portrays the infusion of some of the above
elements of 21st Century teaching and pedagogy.
Figure 2

Teacher Area:
Literature
Component
(Novel)

Lesson 1

1

T / S writes Day , Date (if T = elicited from S)
T writes Topic
T writes LO
T writes SC

2

Teacher (T) discusses Topic, Learning Objectives (LO) and Success Criteria (SC)
with students ( Ss)

3

T assigns each group a Chapter (Chapter 1-5)

4

T instructs S to read through Chapter.

5

T instructs Ss in each group to identify main and supporting details - on Who,
What, When, Where, Why, How

6

T instructs 2 Ss per group to stand up and stray clockwise to another group and
share Chapter story.

7

T allocates 10 minutes for sharing and note taking.

8

T distributes Sequence Chart template and instructs to group to fill in details to
show flow of story development.

9

T instructs Ss from each group to fill sequence chart on white board and does
whole class check

10

T ends lesson with recapping synopsis of Chapters 1-5 plus recalls details by
eliciting responses from students and linking lesson learnt with LO and SC.

Each of the above storyboard statements were then packed into mini reading
cards as shown in Figure 3.
Figure 3: The literature component – novel sequencing cards lesson 1 (sample)
T / S writes Day,
Date (if T = elicited from S)
T writes Topic
T writes LO
T writes SC

T assigns each group a Chapter
(Chapter 1-5)

T instructs Ss in each group to
identify main and supporting
details–on Who, What, When,
Where, Why, How

T discusses Topic, LO and T instructs S to read through
SC with Ss
Chapter.

T allocates 10 minutes for Ss
in groups to read, discuss and
write in exercise books /mini–
whiteboards/mahjong paper
–details of Who, What, When,
Where, Why, How

T instructs 2 Ss per group
to stand up and stray
clockwise to another group
and share Chapter story.

T ends lesson with recapping
synopsis of Chapters 1-5 plus
recalls details by eliciting
responses from students and
linking lesson learnt with LO and
SC.

T distributes Sequence Chart
template and instructs to group
to fill in details to show flow of
story development.

T allocates 10 minutes for T instructs Ss from each group
sharing and note taking.
to fill sequence on chart.
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A workshop for Continuous Professional Development (CPD) in the form of
group coaching was held and the following activities were conducted step
by step.
Steps in the Continuous Professional Development (CPD) Workshop –
Coaching from ‘Macro to Micro Levels’
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

In coaching the teachers, the above reading cards are mixed up and
given to a group of teachers.
Each group of teachers is given reading cards for each teaching area.
Next, teachers are asked to read the reading cards and to sequence the
cards in groups to show the flow of the lesson development from start
(Learning Objective) to end ( sum-up of lesson).
Groups who finish the sequencing are given the story-board to confirm
the correct sequence of the development of the lesson.
Once they have confirmed the sequence, the teachers are given the table
of elements of 21st Century teaching/pedagogy. (Figure 1) and asked
to identify which elements are present at the various points of lesson
development.
On completion of having identified the elements, two members of each
group stay in the group and the 3 other members move clockwise to the
next group.
The teachers who moved listen to the explanation about their teaching
area given by teachers who stayed.

By going round from group to group the teachers are exposed to the lesson
development of six teaching areas that are based on elements of 21st Century
teaching/pedagogy.

It was only with above coaching cum training session that teachers gave
feedback, saying that finally it was crystal clear. It was also heartening to
note that following the session, two days later during my rounds of school
visits for coaching and mentoring, I saw teachers applying the elements.
Most rewarding was that the teachers agreed that the activities infused with
the elements 21st Century teaching actually brought about ‘higher impact in
learning’ among the students.
There is still much to be done to encourage teaching practices such a studentcentred and student-empowered learning. Nevertheless, it is worthy of
note that teachers are now being armed with a repertoire of management
skills – organising precise group activities and movements, group dynamics
and also the facilitation skills of re-capping, adding on and summing-up.
Another development is the enhancement of time management skills with
the frequent use of time reminders-checks for activities happening in the
class. The result of all these is the continuous engagement of students in 21st
Century classrooms.
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My Vision for MELTA over the Next 25 Years
Dr Lee King Siong

M

ELTA has certainly come a long way in the many years it has been
around. Although I have been a member for a long time, I have not really
been following its development, and so, only when I was invited to join the
executive committee this year did I discover how much it has achieved. The
strides it has made are all the more remarkable when one notes that it is a
voluntary, not-for-profit organization. I can only marvel at the commitment
and dedication that drive its committee members and volunteers, all of whom
give of their precious time and energy and share their expertise unstintingly.
To a newbie like me who has been entrusted with only one event to manage
for the conference, it has been refreshing and reassuring to see that amidst
the busyness of getting so much work done—with the occasional hitches,
the cordial team spirit, the camaraderie and sense of humour prevail.

I read somewhere that voluntary work should be seen as a date rather than
a marriage, so I hope to enjoy my date with MELTA and to make a difference
while I’m here. Mine is not a flirtatious date, though, and I’d like to contribute
towards MELTA ‘s development into something bigger than what it was when
I joined. So let me share my vision for MELTA for the next 25 years.
I would like to see MELTA as the go-to organization for any need or query
related to English language education in Malaysia. I would like to see it
accorded greater respect for its stature as an organization with a wide pool
of specialist expertise in teaching and research to the extent that the Ministry
of Education and other bodies would first seek it out for consultation on
matters related to language teaching policy and the latest not only in effective
language teaching practices, but also in language assessment approaches.

How will this come to pass? I believe that MELTA needs to attract and engage
with more members in the language education profession with expertise
in both practical teaching, curriculum design matters, and materials
development as well as in language teaching and assessment research.
I am not implying for a moment that the present line-up in MELTA is not
impressive, but we do need to showcase the expertise available and to ensure
that we have the entire range of expertise in language education represented
in our membership profile.

I appeal to all language
educators at all levels, with
their various expertise, to
join forces with MELTA to
establish it as a homegrown powerhouse
to drive and revitalise
effective English language
educationin Malaysia...
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While ensuring that we do indeed have many among the best in language
education among our members, we need to re-brand ourselves to appeal not
only to teachers who want to be part of a community for mutual interests,
but also to other stakeholders in language education: parents, all institutions
of learning where English matters, the Ministry of Education, the media and
communication industries and anybody that would have need of expert
consultation on the use of English language in Malaysia.

I find the line-up of the present bureaus fairly impressive, and there is already
some engagement with the public and corporate sectors. However, there is
much more that can be done. I appeal to all language educators at all levels,
with their various expertise, to join forces with MELTA to establish it as a
home-grown powerhouse to drive and revitalise effective English language
education in Malaysia, and to contribute towards recovering Malaysia’s
reputation for its high standard of English.
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A Tribute to the Late Dato’ Sri Paul Mony
Samuel

Dato’ Sri Paul Mony Samuel is well known for the active role he has played in
the football scene, both nationally and internationally.

What is not generally known is that Dato’ Sri Paul joined MELTA in 1982
and became its Secretary in 1984, a post he ably filled until 1997 despite
his onerous duties as the General Secretary of the Football Association of
Malaysia.
These were the years of struggle for MELTA, when MELTA was extremely
poor. MELTA could not afford its own premises and used the secretary’s
address as its registered address. The only thing that stayed constant was its
P.O. Box address. So for the years 1984 to 1997 MELTA had a stable base at
Wisma FAM, Dato’ Sri Paul’s place of work.

The turning point for MELTA was the 1st International Conference organized
by MELTA in 1991. Apart from the Committee at that time who decided
to take up the challenge despite all the difficulties and did a splendid job,
special mention must be made of Dato’ Sri Paul for his contribution. As
mentioned earlier, MELTA was poor. It could not afford the down-payment
needed to book the hotel facilities needed for the conference. It was Dato’
Sri Paul who stood surety for MELTA in his personal capacity, and this led to
the resounding success of MELTA’s first international conference. The rest is
history. From then on MELTA grew from strength to strength and by the time
Dato’ Sri Paul resigned as secretary in 1997 MELTA was in a strong enough
financial position to rent its own premises and hire full-time office staff.
Even after laying down the job of secretary, Dato’ Sri Paul was always
available for help and assistance when needed and ultimately he accepted
appointment as one of MELTA’s three Trustees, a position he held till his
passing.
Dato’ Sri Paul Mony Samuel passed away on 1 April 2016 and today, as we
celebrate the 25th year of organising MELTA conferences, it is appropriate to
publicly acknowledge MELTA’s gratitude to Dato’ Sri Paul. Thank you, Dato’
Sri Paul. May you rest in peace.
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Remembering the Late Dr Teh Chee Seng…
s

MELTA Vice-President II, Vice-President (Student Development and Alumni
Relations), UTAR

Goodbye and
Thank You, Tim
Tim lived a full life and achieved much more than most
would in 50 years. His heart was with his students and his
duty. In the 12 years that I knew him, he never once said
no to any help I sought from him. His delivery was quick,
efficient and of high quality.
Tim had no family in Malaysia after his father’s passing last
year. We were as much his family over the last 9 years as
anyone else.

We were in his face every day with our emails and WhatsApp
messages, banter and teasing. We occupies his life through
our activities. He has his heart and though always. MELTA
was important to him as it allowed him to give back to the
profession he loved and that which gave him a start in life.
Otherwise why would he still give and give in spite of having
reached the pinnacle of an academic career becoming the
Deputy Vice President of one of the biggest universities in
the country. He never forgot his teacher beginnings.
Tim, may you find eternal peace with the knowledge that
you have made a great difference to the lives of many.

— Professor Dr. Ganakumaran Subramaniam,
President of MELTA
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“I was first roped into MELTA as an administrative assistant in the MELTA office in Petaling Jaya during the tenure of the late
Professor Hyacinth. After that I was in the committee and the rest is history. I have stayed on in the committee for more than 8 years,
I think. I actually lost count but treasure every moment of my time with MELTA.”
—The late Assoc. Prof. Dr Teh Chee Seng on his involvement in MELTA

Condolences
‘We are deeply saddened to hear about the loss of your
colleague, Vice President Dr. Teh Chee Seng (Tim).
On behalf of the Japan Association of College English
Teachers (JACET), we would like to express our sincere
condolences to his family and our MELTA colleagues.
Hajime Terauchi, Ph.D, President, and Masaki Oda,
Ph.D, Director of Academic Affairs, JACET

Ode to the late Dr Teh Chee Seng
A kind and gentle soul to those
whose paths he crossed

Always approachable, unassuming and
ready to lend a hand

Thank you for sharing your life with us
You will be missed but not forgotten
May you rest in eternal bliss

—Tam Lye Suan
19 May 2016
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6th MELTA International Research
Conference in English Language
Education 2016
The Malaysian English Language Teaching Association will be hosting the 6th International Research Conference
in English Language Education.
The conference serves as a platform for presenters in English Language Education to share their research in this
important area of scholarship.
Presenters at this conference will be competing for Excellence in Research awards in four categories, namely:
• Teacher Educators/Academicians
• Teachers
• Graduate students
• Teacher Trainees/Undergraduates
All presentations will be judged by a panel of experts from local and international universities.
Award recipients will receive :
• A certificate of recognition
• A confirmed presentation slot at the next MELTA international conference
• Fee waiver for the next MELTA international conference
• A travel grant to the next MELTA international conference
• Complimentary one-year MELTA membership (Malaysian award winners only)

KEY SUBJECT
AREAS
Policy/Curriculum
Methodology
ICT and Technology
Assessment
Material/Resource
Learning/Acquisition Issues
Teacher Education/
Professional Development
Language, Multiple
Literacies and the Arts

FORMAT

PROPOSAL SUBMISSION

The conference will consist
of two rounds for every
category. All presenters will
first participate in the poster
presentation round. Shortlisted
presenters will then move into
the second round which is an
oral presentation. Therefore,
all presenters must prepare for
both a poster and a slide show
presentation.

Presenters are invited to submit a
proposal (not exceeding 350 words)
and a 50-word biodata via email
to meltagrc2014@gmail.com. The
abstract should contain the following:
• Clear title that reflects the
content of the paper
• Clear statement of research area
i.e. problem, scope, limitations,
• Research questions
• Summary of Research framework
• Summary of Findings
• Implications for English Language
Education

For information about the date and venue of the conference as well as submission guidelines,
visit our website at http://www.melta.org.my
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Coming Next

26th MELTA International Conference
August 2017
For further information and updates, please visit us at
www.melta.org.my
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